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Abstract
Large amount of data is generated by applications used in basic-science research and develop-
ment applications. The size of data introduces great challenges in storage, analysis and preserving
privacy. This dissertation proposes novel techniques to efficiently analyze the data and reduce
storage space requirements through a data compression technique while preserving privacy and
providing data security.
We present an efficient technique to compute an analytical query called spatial distance his-
togram (SDH) using spatiotemporal properties of the data. Special spatiotemporal properties
present in the data are exploited to process SDH efficiently on the fly. General purpose graphics
processing units (GPGPU or just GPU) are employed to further boost the performance of the
algorithm.
Size of the data generated in scientific applications poses problems of disk space requirements,
input/output (I/O) delays and data transfer bandwidth requirements. These problems are addressed
by applying proposed compression technique. We also address the issue of preserving privacy
and security in scientific data by proposing a security model. The security model monitors user
queries input to the database that stores and manages scientific data. Outputs of user queries are
also inspected to detect privacy breach. Privacy policies are enforced by the monitor to allow only
those queries and results that satisfy data owner specified policies.
viii
Chapter 1: Introduction
The human kind is always curious about the universe and wants know more about it. Desire
to understand hidden facts about the universe led to the paradigm of experimentation, data col-
lection and analysis. In this era of modern science, number of different kinds of experiments are
conducted and data are collected. Results of the data analysis lead to new discoveries.
The computers were first made available to non-military use after Second World War. They
were powerful enough to perform heavy computations such as code breaking. As a tool to test the
computation capabilities of these historic machines computer simulations were performed. This
was the beginning of the discipline of computer simulations for scientific discoveries. Since then
computers have made very significant impact on the way scientific experiments are conducted.
Large amount of data is generated in scientific simulation experiments. The explosive growth
of data is mainly driven by two factors. First, the high-performance sensing devices today can
measure and observe natural systems in very high resolution and efficiency. For example, a typical
next-generation sequencer can generate 600GB to 6TB of genome sequence data over a period of
only 2 to 3 days [36]. There are also non-biological applications where data are abundant – the
Large Hadron Collider [39] generates raw data at a rate of 15 petabytes annually.
1.1 Computer Simulation and Analysis
The concept of molecular simulations for scientific discovery is very similar to real experi-
ments. A sample of the material to be studied is prepared as a model in the computer. The model
is a system consisting large number of particles, moving around according to Newton’s laws of
motion. Parameters of the motion equations are varied to study the dynamics and properties of
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: Simulation system example snapshots. (a) Collagen fiber structure (b) Hydrated
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine bilayer (c) Dark matter halos [24]
these particles, measured at different time intervals. The model system undergoes this process
continuously until it no longer changes, indicating the stage of equilibrium.
Computer simulations have become very important and integral parts of many scientific and
engineering processes. Simulations are performed to predict weather conditions, scenario plan-
ning in finance, train aircraft pilots, identify drug delivery mechanisms in blood circulation sys-
tems, study behavior of natural systems, etc. Among different types of simulations physical
simulations i.e., natural systems studied in basic science such as physics and biology, lead to
discovery of new phenomenon existing in the universe. In this work we focus on such scientific
simulations associated with dynamics of particles or molecules.
Molecular (or particle) simulations (MS or PS) are simulations of complex physical, chemical
or biological structures done on computers. They are extensively used as basic research tools in
material sciences, astronomical physics, biophysics, biomedical sciences, etc. The core units of
these simulations are natural particles (e.g., atoms, molecules, etc.) that interact with each other
governed by classical forces. Researchers perform such simulations to analyze the behavior of
natural systems under experimental framework based on principal theoretical models [41, 69].
1.1.1 Scientific Data Collection
The number of particles involved in simulations is usually large, oftentimes counting millions.
Some examples of simulation systems are shown in Figure 1.1. Visualization of a section of colla-
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Figure 1.2: Data Base Management System for simulations.
gen fiber system is shown in Figure 1.1(a). This section alone contains more than 890,000 atoms.
Figure 1.1(b) shows part of a model bilayer system simulation. In this system, all individual
atoms together represent large biological structures. Thus, providing nano-scopic description of
biological process. Another example simulation in Figure 1.1(c) shows the evolution of Dark
Matter Halos consisting of billions of stars. We use the term particle to refer to atom, molecule,
or stars. Specific meaning can be derived from the context.
In addition to the information about large number of particles, simulation datasets may consist
of multiple snapshots of the system’s state captured at different points of time. Such a snapshot
is called frame. Each frame contains different types of measurements such as spatial coordinates,
atom mass, velocity, charge etc., of all particles. Large number (in tens of thousands) of such
frames are captured during a typical simulation process, at very small intervals of time (pico-
seconds). Considering the simulation for few microseconds, the data generated can easily reach
terabytes.
1.1.2 Data Storage and Analysis
The advancement of computer simulation systems and experimental devices has yielded large
volume of scientific data. Storage of such large data in file systems imposes great strain on the
management activities. Data Base Management System (DBMS) is the state-of-the art solution to
manage large amount of data. At every time instant of measurements made in the simulation, data
is fed to the DBMS. Organization of the storage, indexing, and retrieval of input/output data for
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processing are completely handled by DBMS. Flow diagram in Figure 1.2 outlines the process of
data collection, storage and retrieval for analysis.
In spite of efforts made to deal with such large amount of data using DBMS it is still tedious to
manage [33, 34, 47]. The reason is that the traditional DBMSs are built with business applications
in mind and are not suitable for managing the scientific data. Therefore, there is a need to have
another look at the design of the data management systems.1 In this work we look at the following
aspects of scientific data management and processing.
1. Efficient processing of analytical functions or queries
2. Reducing storage space requirements through compression
3. Preserving data privacy while allowing data access for analysis
1.2 Efficient Data Analysis
The DBMS supports efficient processing of COUNT, MIN, MAX, SUM, and AVG aggregates
queries. Generally these are considered as basic aggregates to compute more complex high-
level analytical functions. Data in scientific databases is generally accessed through high-level
analytical queries, which are much more complex to compute in comparison to simple aggregates.
Many of these queries are composed of few frequently used analytical routines, which usually take
super-linear time to compute using brute-force methods. Hence, the scientific database systems
need to be able to efficiently handle the computation of such analytical routines.
In order to analyze the MS data, scientists compute complex quantities through which statis-
tical properties of the data is shown. Some of the quantities commonly computed are: system
density, energy, mean square displacement of atoms, distribution of angles between atoms, center
of mass, average charge, average mass, radial distribution function etc. Often times, queries
used in such analysis count more than one particle as basic unit: such a function involving all
m-tuple subsets of the data is called an m-body correlation function. One such analytical query
1Scientific data management system is beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 1.3: Spatial distance histogram computation example.
discussed in this dissertation, is the so called spatial distance histogram (SDH) [98]. An SDH is
the histogram of distances between all pairs of particles in the system and it represents a discrete
approximation of the continuous probability distribution of distances named Radial Distribution
Function (RDF). See illustration in Figure 1.3 for an example of SDH computation. Being one of
the basic building blocks for a series of critical quantities (e.g., total pressure and energy) required
to describe the physical systems, this type of query is very important in MS databases [41].
In this work we focus on efficient computation of SDH queries in large scientific datasets. It
is an important and expensive function, as all pairs of particles present in the simulation system
contribute to the final results. The algebraic functions such as average mass and charge are easy
to handle, so we do not study them in this work.
Processing SDH type of functions requires performing large number of computationally ex-
pensive (could be exponential in time) operations. Usually same operations are performed re-
peatedly on large number of different data items (particles). Therefore, computation power is
essential to process such complex functions. Modern multi-core central processing units (CPUs)
are capable of processing such large amount of data with support of cores that can execute
very large number of instructions per second. However, large data size creates bottleneck in
I/O transfers and affects computation in cores. Distributed and parallel processing are the most
commonly applied paradigms to overcome some of the I/O problems. The computation time can
be reduced significantly by processing the data in parallel.
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When the amount of data to be processed is very large, the data access from main memory of
the system can affect the performance. Even when same set of instructions are executed on all
the data, the access from main memory can affect the computation performance. This memory
access latency problem is well addressed by general purpose graphics processing units (GPGPU
or just GPU). The GPUs are single instruction multiple data (SIMD) processing units. They
host up to thousands of fast processing cores and a hierarchy of low latency parallel accessible
memories [6, 81]. Some of these memories can be programmed for efficient data processing.
Because of such highly parallel structure GPUs are more effective than general purpose CPUs,
especially for algorithms like ours that can process large blocks of data in parallel. For us,
they provide a low-cost and low-power platform to improve efficiency as compared to computer
clusters. However, the unique architecture of GPUs imposes interesting challenges to developing
software that takes full advantage of the computing power of GPUs. In this work, we develop
several techniques to address such challenges. Such techniques are very different from those used
for optimizing towards CPU-based systems and generate significant boosts in performance (and
energy efficiency), as compared to straightforward GPU implementations.
1.3 Data Compression
The computer based scientific simulations are generally done in large computer clusters (e.g.,
those in National Center for Supercomputing Applications). Most of the times it is necessary to
transfer the data to storage server (e.g., those in a scientist’s own lab). On the server end, data
analytics faces bottleneck due to limited I/O bandwidth. These facts necessitate the compression
of data for better utilization of the storage devices and network transfer bandwidth. The MS and
the data management communities have been primarily focused on the high-performance com-
puting, visualization and simple data management, thus left the problem of MS data compression
inadequately addressed.
Another property of the simulation data is that the changes of location for most of the atoms
are small as a result of smaller time steps. The researchers are generally interested in analytical
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results, rather than individual data points, from MS datasets. Therefore, some errors in the data
due to compression and decompression would not affect the results of analytics significantly [82].
Traditionally, as the underlying simulation data contains the location and speed information of
the particles (i.e., atoms), the textual data compression methods [101, 103], which use dictionary
based approaches, are used to compress the data. The inherent disadvantage of such compression
methods for particle simulation data is twofold:
1. The resulting size of the compressed data can still be large, which adds high cost to I/O and
network transfers;
2. The compression method has to scan the whole data once before it can begin compression.
In addition, the compressed data file can be completely corrupted (which makes decompression
impossible), if one or few data bytes are corrupted or damaged. In this work we present a lossy
compression framework that yields significant compression by combining the strength of principal
component analysis (PCA) and discrete cosine transform (DCT). Though it is a lossy compression
technique, the effect on analytics performed on decompressed data is very minimal.
1.4 Data Access and Privacy
Computer simulations are performed not only by the basic science community but also by
pharmaceutical companies and other healthcare drugs research organizations. Analysis of the data
generated in experiments is an important task for scientific discovery. More often the analysis is
performed by third party as there is not much basic science research involved in it. Sometimes
unavailability of analysis tools and qualified analysts requires outsourcing the task to third parties.
It is common practice in academia and basic science research community to work with analysts
from engineering and statistics background. Many commercial organizations partner with educa-
tional institutes to get their data analyzed. In such collaborations the data owner is reluctant to
share the actual data as some of the critical information related to their experiments is important
for business. In academia, researchers do not disclose the data until their work is published. The
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bottom line is, data often needs to be analyzed without actually disclosing critical information that
should be kept private.
Apart from research communities large number of organizations store customer information,
that should be private, in databases. There is often need to find out inherent patterns in the stored
data for targeted advertising, marketing, and other business purposes. It is achieved through
statistical analysis of the stored data, often done by external analysts. Whether the analysis is
done internally or externally, certain information is private and should not be disclosed in any
form. Laws such as Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) mandate the
organizations not to disclose personally identifiable information under any circumstances. A
common practice is to anonymize the data before disclosing to third party analysts. Unfortunately,
the anonymous data sets can be combined with information from other sources to extract the
private information. In one such example attack the users in an anonymized Netflix prize data
were identified by using an IMDB movie rating data set [79].
A number of privacy-preserving policies have been defined and enforced in current database
management systems (DBMS) through access control mechanisms (ACM). The main limitation of
these ACMs is that they only enforce “black and white” policies; the user is either granted access
to the information or completely denied. In the presence of such mechanisms it is challenging
to allow third-party analysts to access the database, because the ACMs would have to restrict
access to private information. Effective analysis is possible if some form of data aggregation,
from sources who have private information, is made accessible, without revealing the private
information.
The strongest known privacy-preserving enforcement method for data analysis is through
differential privacy (DP) [32]. The main idea in this mechanism is to add noise to the aggregate
query results in a controlled manner. The noise level is specified by the data provider, while the
user requests some level of accuracy. The users of the system, enforcing differential privacy, often
have difficulty in interpreting and specifying appropriate parameter values for privacy.
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Figure 1.4: Data analysis and privacy enforcement.
We introduce an architecture that uses a security automata model (SAM) to enforce privacy
policies such that accurate query results are returned as long as no risk is involved. Figure 1.4
shows the bird’s eye view of the architecture. The model basically enforces ACMs and other
privacy policies together on the data and query results. Analysts don’t have to specify any
privacy parameters to analyze the data. Data owner inputs such requirements through privacy
policies. However, SAM can also be set up to enforce privacy policies when the analysts specify
such requirements. SAM is flexible to accommodate different implementations of the policy
enforcement algorithms.
1.5 Problem Statement and Contributions
In this section we present the definitions of problems that are discussed in this dissertation.
Our major contributions in solving these problems are also presented here.
1.5.1 Spatial Distance Histogram
The SDH problem can be formally described as follows: given the coordinates of N particles
and a user-defined distance w, we need to compute the number of particle-to-particle distances
falling into a series of ranges (named buckets) of width w: [0,w), [w,2w), . . ., [(l − 1)w, lw].
Essentially, the SDH provides an ordered list of non-negative integers H = (h0,h1, . . . ,hl−1),
where each hi(0 ≤ i < l) is the number of distances falling into the bucket [iw,(i+ 1)w). We
also use H[i] to denote hi in this dissertation. Clearly, the bucket width w (or total bucket number
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l) is the only parameter of this type of problem. To capture the variations of system states over
time, there is also the need to compute SDH for a large number of consecutive frames.
Our major contributions in solving the SDH problem are as follows.
1. We present techniques to identify two types of special properties exhibited by scientific
simulation data:
• Spatial uniformity: The particles are evenly distributed in small sub-regions of the
simulation space. This property is observed within a data frame.
• Temporal uniformity: The particles move negligibly in time within the sub-regions of
the simulation space. This property is observed between consecutive data frames.
2. An approximate algorithm is designed and developed to compute the SDH of large number
of data frames by utilizing the spatial and temporal uniformity properties of the simulation
data.
3. Analytical and empirical evaluation of SDH algorithm is presented in detail. Especially,
a rigorous analysis of the tradeoff between performance and guaranteed accuracy of the
proposed SDH computation algorithm.
4. Implementation details of the SDH algorithms on modern GPUs to boost performance. We
also focus on optimization of these implementations in a GPU programming environment.
1.5.2 Simulation Data Compression
Storage of large scientific data, such as molecular dynamics simulation measurements, for
analysis is a challenging task. The requirements on disk space, input/output (I/O) and data transfer
bandwidth are excessively high due to the large volume of data generated. A compression method
should provide high compression ratio (higher than general entropy coding techniques), without
noticeable errors. In addition, a compression method should allow users to fully control the errors,
so that the compression quality can always meet the predefined requirements. Because MS data
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are recorded in 3D for both location and speed, the compression method should ensure that the
compression errors are balanced across all three dimensions, without diminishing the compression
quality of each dimension significantly.
Following are the contributions of our work in compression of MS data.
1. High compression ratio and dynamic error control: As the MS data can easily reach tera
to peta bytes in size, we present a compression method that can provide high compression
ratio, without noticeable errors. In addition, the compression method allows users to control
the errors, so that the compression quality can always meet the predefined requirements.
2. Error tolerance and propagation: The compressed data is partly recoverable from errors
due to network transmission or any other damage. Compression is error tolerant and the
data largely decompressed even if some data are corrupted. In addition, the compression
method ensures that the errors do not propagate across all data frames.
3. Random access to compressed data: The compressed data is randomly accessible so that
the users can decompress any particular frames without decompressing the whole data.
4. Balanced compression across different dimensions: Because MS data are recorded in 3D
for both location and speed, the compression method ensures that the compression errors
are balanced across all three dimensions, without diminishing the compression quality of
each dimension significantly.
1.5.3 Preserving Privacy of Queries
Data privacy issues are very important for organizations that grant access to their data for
analysis by external analysts. The privacy is preserved in such databases by enforcing access
control mechanisms and differential privacy mechanisms. The access control mechanisms either
restrict or completely grant access to private data, limiting the data analysis queries only to users
with special privileges. The differential privacy provides formal theoretical framework for data
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processing while preserving privacy. It has some limitations in adopting as a standard mechanism
due to requirements that are difficult to quantify, for both data providers and the analysts.
There is a need to enforce privacy-preserving policies from the range of access control to
differential privacy. The data owners’ involvement in controlling programs written by analysts
needs to be minimized. Accurate query results should be allowed as long as privacy is preserved
by the access control mechanisms. Protection against sequence of queries, to infer private in-
formation, needs to be provided by the enforcement mechanism. We try to address the question
of how privacy policies can be defined, enforced, and integrated with the existing access control
mechanisms.
The major contributions of our work related preserving privacy are as listed below.
1. A new privacy enforcement architecture is presented to secure the database. The architec-
ture can be parameterized by various privacy policies.
2. Formal model of the architecture is presented using an automata that inspects all actions on
the database.
3. Proof that security mechanisms modeled in our framework can be constructed to enforce
any of a large class of privacy policies.
1.6 Dissertation Organization
The previous work about efficient computation of scientific queries, data compression and
privacy is discussed in Chapter 2. Works related to various SDH computation techniques are
discussed and compared. Literature on compression in scientific datasets is presented and current
state-of-the-art about preserving privacy in queries and results is also discussed.
A new SDH computation algorithm using spatiotemporal uniformity property of the simula-
tion data is discussed in Chapter 3. Techniques to identify spatial uniformity and temporal locality
are presented. Each component of the algorithm is explained in detail and the performance is
analyzed.
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Details of the SDH algorithm for implementation on GPUs are presented in Chapter 4. Basic
architecture of GPU is explained and its advantages in high performance computing are discussed.
Different methods to improve the algorithm performance are evaluated and the implementation
techniques are elaborated. Experimental results of SDH algorithm on both CPU and GPU are
presented in Chapter 5.
A new compression technique is presented in Chapter 6 along with the experimental results.
Chapter 7 presents an architecture to preserve privacy in queries and results. A formal model
using an automata is discussed and a proof showing how to construct automata to enforce wide
range of privacy policies is given. We conclude the dissertation in Chapter 8 with summary of
contributions of this work and present future direction of research in this domain.
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Chapter 2: Related Work
The basic science research community has been working on different methods to compute
complex functions, compress data, and preserve privacy of queries and results. In this chapter we
briefly look at the literature about recent trends and methodologies existing in these domains.
2.1 Particle Distance Histogram Computation
Computation of distances is one of the essential and basic steps in many engineering and
research problems. For example, searching in collection of documents and images on search
engines requires computation of distance between images for retrieval of matching images. The
distance metric could be different in various applications but, these processes require computation
of all distances to find if query item matches the database items. In rest of this section we discuss
different types of data structures that can be applied and processed to compute SDH.
2.1.1 SDH Computation in Simulation Tools
The main problem of focus in simulation tools is computation of the physical properties such
as force, velocity etc., of the particles in the physical system being studied. In the early evolution
time of such simulation tools the focus was on improving the actual simulation process and time.
Different tree based algorithms have been developed to improve the simulation time. Barnes-Hut
algorithm [9] is popularly used for efficient simulation. A hierarchical oct-tree representation of
3D space is made in this algorithm to compute the properties of each particle. The tree is traversed
for each particles to compute the interactions between its neighbors.
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The brute-force method for SDH computation calculates the distances between all the pairs
of particles in the simulation system and places these distances into the relevant buckets of the
histogram. As all pairs of particles are processed, this method requires quadratic time. In other
words, the computation time complexity is O(N2) for SDH computation of N particles. Some of
the popular softwares for analyzing the simulation data, like GROMACS [52] and VMD [54], still
utilize the brute-force method for SDH computation.
Even though considerable amount of research has been done in efficient simulations, much
effort have not been made to improve the analysis of data. SDH is one of the very basic analysis
made on all types of simulations data. Current state-of-the-art models for SDH computation
involve methods that treat a cluster of particles as a single processing unit [46, 98]. Space-
partitioning trees like k-d trees [46] are often used to solve such computation intensive tasks. In
rest of this section we discuss some popular tree based data structures that can be used to compute
SDH efficiently.
2.1.2 Trees Structures to Compute SDH
The database and algorithms community has worked on many different kinds of trees for range
search in large datasets. We look at some of such data structures and discuss their feasibility in
SDH computation.
2.1.2.1 K-d trees
The k-d tree data structure, introduced by Bentley [13] is a generalization of the binary
search tree used for sorting and searching. The k-dimensional data space is partitioned into a
tree structure to organize the data points. Similar to binary trees, the root represents the entire
collection of points. Each node represents both a sub-collection of the points in the space and a
partitioning of that sub-region. The points are partitioned by perpendicular planes, splitting the
space, that are parallel to coordinate system axes. The non-leaf nodes have two children that
represent sub-collection of points generated by the partitioning. Two non-leaf nodes may contain
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Figure 2.1: Building k-d tree for nearest neighbor search.
overlap of points. However, the leaf nodes generate mutually exclusive partitions of the points.
These leaf level subsets are called the buckets of k-d tree, as shown in Figure 2.1.
Range searching and nearest neighbor search can be efficiently done with k-d trees. Depth-first
search (DFS) tree traversal method is followed to find points. Starting at root node, at each stage of
DFS, it makes an approximation to the nearest distance. Starting at root the k-d tree is recursively
searched. A node is compared with the input key range, say r j. If the node discriminates its range
with the key, the subtrees are searched. If the query range r j is totally above the key’s value then
the right subtree of that node is searched. Otherwise, the left subtree is searched. The other child
can be pruned from the search because, any node it contains does not satisfy the query in that
particular key.
The k-d tree has been heart of many database problems. Many applications of it are discussed
by Bentley in [14]. A variant of k-d tree called adaptive k-d tree was designed for effective
nearest neighbor search [40]. However, as observed by Sproull [94], k-d trees are effective for
range search in low dimensional data.
The k-d tree can be used to represent the entire simulation system. The simulation system
particles are clustered into nodes of the tree. Each node of the tree representing one cluster. The
main idea in such approach is to process all the particles in each node of the tree as a whole.
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This is an obvious improvement in terms of time over the brute-force method which builds the
histogram by computing particle-to-particle distances separately.
A large number of nodes with very few particles in each may be generated by using the k-d tree
data structure. Thus the clusters generated could be of small size and this results in computation
of very large number of clusters pair. The algorithm may degenerate into brute-fore method and
may perform worst than the naive method.
2.1.2.2 R-Trees
The R-tree data structure is similar to B-trees that are used in databases [10, 23]. The data
space is split hierarchically such that the spatial search queries visit only a small number of nodes.
Internal nodes represent disk pages if the index is disk-resident and the leaf nodes contain pointers
to data objects. Each node has variable number of entries identifying child nodes and an entry
about bounding box of points lying in its range. The index changes dynamically as points are
added and deleted from the dataset. Therefore, it is a dynamic data structure and is very efficient
for database operations: insert, delete and update.
The R-tree search algorithm is similar to B-tree in the manner it traverses the nodes from the
root. As the rectangles stored in each node represent the space of points in it, the search is per-
formed by comparing these rectangles. Given the search rectangle (or range) and a candidate node
of the tree, the children are searched if the rectangles overlap. The search continues recursively
until all overlapping nodes have been traversed. It is often possible to traverse more than one
subtree due to the overlap of rectangles between children of a node.
The number of overlaps between children of any node restrict the use of R-tree for SDH
computation. Many duplicate distance counts due to overlap of nodes have to be eliminated to
compute the histogram accurately. This results in poor performance of the algorithm using R-
trees.
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2.1.2.3 Quad-Trees
The Quad-trees are fully balanced trees in which each node has four children. The particles
space is equally divided and child nodes are created. No overlaps exist between the children.
Height of the tree is computed based on required density of leaf nodes. Leaf nodes are filled so
that the number of computations required are much less than when point-to-point distances are
computed.
A Density-Map based SDH algorithm (DM-SDH) using a quad-tree data structure is presented
in a previous work by Tu et al. [98]. It has been proved that the running time for DM-SDH
is Θ(N
3
2 ) for 2D data and Θ(N
5
3 ) for 3D data. We will go over the main idea of DM-SDH in
more detail later in Chapter 3. Although the DM-SDH algorithm is an improvement over the
brute-force method for SDH computation, it is still not a practical and efficient solution for the
following reasons:
1. The running time analysis of DM-SDH is done considering the data size N as input (under
a certain bucket width w). Considering the running time as a function of w, or the total
number of buckets l in the SDH, one can see that the time increases dramatically with
decrease in w (or increase in l). As a result, when w is considerably small, the running time
of the DM-SDH can even be greater than that of the brute-force method [98]!
2. DM-SDH only addresses the SDH computation of single frame. We mentioned in previous
chapter how important is the MS data analysis of the system over a period of time, i.e.
multiple consecutive frames. In order for DM-SDH algorithm to achieve such computation
over F consecutive frames, one needs to actually run the same algorithm F times. This is
not quite acceptable, since usually F is on the order of tens of thousands.
An approximate SDH algorithm (ADM-SDH), with running time not related to the data size
N was also introduced by Tu et al. [98]. But its running time is influenced by a guaranteed error
bound as well as by the bucket size w. Like the DM-SDH, it too can only be applied to a single
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frame of the MS system. A thorough analysis of the performance of ADM-SDH is presented in
a recent paper [50]. Under some assumptions, that paper also derives an error bound of ADM-
SDH that is tighter than the one presented in [98]. We will briefly mention such findings in
Chapter 3. To remedy the cons of these two aforementioned algorithms, we direct our current
work in designing a new, improved algorithm with higher efficiency and accuracy. Furthermore,
we are able to substantially decrease the running time of the algorithm by implementing and
optimizing code in GPU programming environment. The end result is a solution that is both
practical and efficient, delivering very accurate results in a (almost) real-time manner [66].
It is important to note here that the SDH problem is often confused with the force/potential
fields computation in the MS process [9, 48]. In the latter, the physical properties of a particle are
determined by the forces applied to it by all other particles in the system. Different approximate
algorithms have been introduced to tackle this problem by making use of the mathematical fea-
tures of the formula that defines such forces. Even though the force/potential fields computation
has similar definition to the SDH problem, the algorithms used to solve such problem are not
useful in computing the SDH. There is a detailed comparison of the two problems in [19]. Here,
we will just note that the force field computation is for simulation of a system, while the SDH
computation is for system analysis.
2.1.3 Persistent Data Structures
The problem of SDH computation over multiple consecutive frames is related to persistent
data structures [29]. Persistent data structures allow for various versions of the computation
results to be maintained and updated over time for quick query processing. Such a structure
can be extended into a multi-dimensional persistent tree (i.e., MP-tree) [35] for searching in spa-
tiotemporal data. Efficient handling of spatiotemporal data has been motivated by location based
services (such as GIS application). Building persistent index schemes on complex spatiotemporal
data allows for a time efficient retrieval [68]. There has been a detailed survey of applications
made by Kaplan [61] in which persistent data structures have been used to improve efficiency.
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The persistent data structures are designed to resolve the I/O bottleneck problem. Synopses
of the old data are maintained so that before writing the new data to the disk computations
can be performed. These computations update the data structures and maintain the up-to-date
information without reading the old data. But, the multi-frame SDH problem involves heavy
computation at each instance, overshadowing the I/O time. Thus, the techniques developed for
persistent data can hardly be used for efficient multi-frame SDH computation.
2.2 Query Processing on Graphics Processing Units
Special hardwares fulfill the need of computation intensive tasks. In recent years, there has
been strong interest in improving the performance of such tasks using GPUs [55, 63]. These de-
vices were originally designed for processing graphics, but their computing power can be utilized
for general purpose computing via software frameworks such as CUDA [81] and OpenCL [62].
A number of database operators are implemented on GPUs. Algorithms for relational opera-
tors including selections, aggregations [45] as well as sorting [44] are presented by Govidaraju et
al. These are basic operations required for join processing in databases. He et al. [51] designed
a set of data-parallel primitives for processing database operators. Split and sort primitives are
designed to implement indexed and non-indexed join processing algorithms. Speedup of 2-7X
is achieved with these implementations in performing sort-merge joins, hash joins and other
operations.
Join operation is one of the most expensive operators in database queries. Similarity of data
items can be different for various applications such as clustering, text mining, and multimedia data
sets. A similarity join algorithm using GPUs is presented by Lieberman et al. [71]. It performs
sort-and-search operations to compute similarity joins. Space-filling curve approach is followed
to sort the points in one data set. Then the other data set to be joined is processed in parallel on
GPU. Kaldewey et al. [60] looked at the join processing problem as memory intensive task. The
amount of data to be processed can be more than size of GPU memory. The newest generation
of NVIDIA GPUs with capability to address CPU memory directly are used to achieve maximum
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bandwidth. Database joins can be performed at a rate of about 6.3GB/s using the special features
of newest GPU capabilities. An overview of different GPU techniques is available in a detailed
survey of general purpose computation on graphics hardware done by Owens et al. [84].
Existing work on data processing using GPUs focuses mainly on join processing. The chal-
lenge involves in processing other complex aggregates after selecting the required data from large
database. SDH is one such complex aggregate function which is executed after selecting a frame
from the simulation data. In this work, we leverage the computing power of the GPUs to achieve
the goal of on-the-fly SDH computation with guaranteed accuracy.
2.3 Compression of Scientific Data
Data compression involves representing original information using fewer number of storage
bits. The representation technique is called encoding. Compression can be either lossy or lossless.
We briefly discuss various lossy and lossless techniques in this section.
2.3.1 Lossless Compression
A data set compressed using any lossless compression technique can be uncompressed (or
decompressed) without losing any information accuracy. All bits of the original data remain
unchanged and hence the information is not altered during the process. Most real world data has
statistical redundancy that can be represented by smaller number of bits. For example, a run of 168
red pixels in an image can be represented as “168 red pixels” instead of explicit representation of
each pixel. Lossless compression can be broadly categorized into entropy coding and dictionary
coding methods. We briefly discuss few techniques in these categories.
1. Entropy coding: Amount of information present in data is measured by entropy. Entropy
is expressed in terms of the probability of occurrence of all symbols in the data. Many
entropy based coding techniques attempt to reduce the redundancy in the data by computing
the probability of occurrence of symbols. Using the probability information of each symbol
generates a statistical model that can be used to assign different bits to each symbol based on
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its occurrence in the whole data. Variable-size codes and prefix codes are popular entropy
coding techniques to remove the redundancy in data. Many text books present these topics
as basics of data compression [90, 91]. A large number algorithms to implement these
compression techniques have been proposed in the past [25, 65]. These algorithms present
efficient ways to compress data.
2. Dictionary coding: Dictionary based compression techniques do not use statistical models
to compress data. They select strings of symbols and encode each string. A dictionary that
holds strings of symbols is used to encode each string as token. Both dynamic and static
dictionaries can be built as per requirements of the compression [90, 91]. Data compressed
using static dictionary can’t be appended with new strings. On the other hand, the dynamic
dictionaries allow addition of new strings but deletion. The dictionary encoding methods
compress data of entropy HE down to nHE , where n is the number of symbols.
Popular compression tools like WinZip and Gzip use dictionary based methods (such as Ziv-
Lempel [103]). Statistical methods like Huffman encoding [53] and arithmetic encoding [101] are
used in compression of the multimedia data. These methods are either suitable for large text data
or that exhibit certain statistical properties. The resulting size of the compressed data can still be
large. Thus adding high cost to I/O and network transfers.
2.3.2 Lossy Compression
Uncompressing data that is compressed using lossy compression method alters the original in-
formation. The accuracy of the data is lost due to loss of some bits of the data during compression
and/or decompression. In some applications, such as images and videos, loss of information is
acceptable. Compression of images and videos is guided by how human eye perceives information
in the images. Human eye is not much sensitive to color information than the luminance [16, 43].
Therefore, color can be compressed using lossy compression techniques.
There have been efforts to process approximate analytics on data compressed using random
sampling [22], histograms [57] and wavelets [18]. In these methods, the analysis is done on the
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synopses of the data. In wavelets based method, the wavelet decomposition is applied on the data
to obtain compact synopses. The synopses comprise of a small collection of wavelet coefficients.
The focus was mainly on the efficient data analysis while minimizing the I/O during execution
time.
A number of compression techniques have been proposed for alphanumeric data. Some
techniques compress each measurement separately [89]. A compression framework formed by
composing primitive compression operators is presented by Chen et al. [20]. It considers com-
pression of blocks of data from one or more measurements. The framework presented is used to
compress the analysis results in a systematic way such that data transfer over network is efficient.
This helps in choosing appropriate plans for data analysis also. However, these techniques could
not achieve high compression ratios as the underlying encoding techniques are similar to the tra-
ditional techniques. A detailed survey of the traditional data compression techniques is provided
by Salomon et al. [90].
A combination of different encoding-based compression techniques for molecular dynamics
(MD) data is presented by Omletchenko et al. [82]. The technique presented uses an oct-tree
index to sort the atom positions on a space-filling curve (SFC). Then, the sorted atom coordinates
are encoded using adaptive and variable length encoding to handle exceptional values. It is
purely an encoding technique that uses spatial locality of the atoms to achieve compression.
Another approach to compression of trajectories and data management is provided by Essential
Dynamics (ED) tool [77]. It is similar to compression of data using principal component analysis
(PCA) [31]. The data are transformed into an orthogonal space defined by the eigenvectors
obtained by diagonalization of the covariance matrix. The size of the compressed data (and
compression ratio) is determined by the number of selected principal eigenvectors. The trajectory
pattern and the number of eigenvectors determine the error produced in the uncompressed data.
The ED tool does not consider the temporal locality of the atoms for compression. Hence, the
achievable compression is limited by the number of eigenvectors in the data. In molecular dy-
namics simulations, most atoms move along a trajectory of their own that changes very little over
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time. There is a huge scope for achieving high compression if this temporal locality is considered.
We attempt to achieve better compression in our approach by considering the temporal locality.
2.4 Preserving Privacy in Data
The problem of security in statistical databases is very well studied in the past three decades.
The security mechanisms of the past are categorized into four classes [1, 78]: Conceptual Models,
Query Restriction, Output Perturbation, and Data perturbation. A very detailed survey is presented
in [1].
2.4.1 Conceptual Models
Conceptual models define availability of data to users based on the attributes shared by dif-
ferent datasets. The datasets with common attributes are made available for statistical queries to
the user in conceptual models [21, 85]. Datasets with disjoint attributes are locked and are not
available for querying. Any relational algebra based data manipulation language is not allowed
to perform any set operations. This provides very strict security mechanism, but limits the access
and does not allow retrieval of related information. The database and the implementation of the
mechanisms to preserve privacy are tightly coupled. It is often a good practice to separate the
implementation of mechanisms and the definition of privacy policies. This can not be achieved in
conceptual models.
2.4.2 Query Restriction
Restricting queries and their results is one of the straight forward approach to preserve privacy
in statistical databases. Different tuples satisfying the query are observed for privacy violation
before computing any result and presenting to the user.
2.4.2.1 Query-Set-Size Restriction
One way to mitigate the privacy attacks is by restricting the queries and their results. All the
queries submitted to the DBMS are computed on the raw data. Results of the queries are inspected
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to check if the number of records in the results satisfy certain conditions. Sometimes, the number
of tuples used to compute results are counted to check possible inference of private information
from multiple queries. In query-set-size restriction methods [37], the number of records returned
in the result of a query are restricted.
2.4.2.2 Query-Set-Overlap Restriction
Restricting the number of overlapping [30] entities in successive queries can also prevent
compromise of sensitive information. Number of database tables that can be joined together to
generate the results of an input query are restricted in this method. It gives the data owner control
of the data used to generate results. The data tables pertaining to private information can be
restricted to joins of few tables. However, it has been shown by Denning et al. [26, 27] that by
applying successive queries, while staying in the lower bound of number of queries, it is possible
to compromise the database security.
2.4.3 Data and Output Perturbation
In order to overcome the challenges posed by query restriction approaches, perturbing the
data or query results is one of the popular approaches. In data perturbation the whole database is
perturbed and stored as new database. All the user queries are directed to the perturbed database.
Transforming the attribute values to another dimension [92], distortion or substitution based on
density functions [70, 72] are among the different data perturbation techniques.
The output perturbation involves modifying the results just before presenting to the user. It
is accomplished by rounding off the results [38], random sampling [26], and varying different
values at different times [12]. Even though the data is perturbed beforehand, it is very expensive,
in terms of disk usage, to maintaining concurrency with actual database [78]. In the output per-
turbation techniques it is often required to have query-set-size restrictions to protect the database,
as repeated queries may allow the actual information to be deduced [72].
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In the recent past an extensible platform for privacy-preserving data analysis has been stud-
ied [76]. There have also been some systems built to enforce privacy-preserving policies [56, 86].
These systems have focused mainly on providing database interfaces for the programs of data
analysts. The data owner makes settings (specify parameters like privacy budget etc.) so that the
programs don’t reveal the private information. It is often hard to inspect the bugs and possible
privacy breaches in programs written by external agents.
As there are different approaches to security of databases, each approach has its own disad-
vantages. In our security framework, we have presented a monitor that combines the best features
of these approaches. It is capable of restricting the queries during normal operation and perturbing
the results when it is absolutely necessary.
In rest of the dissertation we discussed different techniques to address the problems defined
in Chapter 1. Details of the solution techniques and their evaluation using experiments are also
presented.
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Chapter 3: Spatial Distance Histogram (SDH) Computation
Spatial distance histogram (SDH) computation is computationally expensive and takes long
time to compute, even for a small number of particles. It is often computed over a sequence of
snapshots of the system being studied. In this chapter we look at efficient computation of SDH on
consecutive snapshots of the simulation system under study.
3.1 Overview
Different algorithms have been proposed in the past to compute SDH [19, 46, 98]. These
algorithms provide a tight bound on the running time and errors. However, as discussed in
Chapter 2, under certain conditions it is often difficult to apply these algorithms in practice, as
the running time can still be long. This chapter presents a highly efficient and practical algorithm
to compute the SDH of large particle-simulations data. The efficiency of our algorithm is orders
of magnitude higher than the existing methods, and the error bound is comparable to the existing
techniques. Our algorithm computes SDH by taking advantage of spatial uniformity and temporal
locality of the particles present in the PS data.
1. Spatial Uniformity: The existence of inter-particle interactions, forces, or bonds in the
natural systems often spreads the particles evenly [5, 82]. As a result, many regions in
the simulation space of such natural systems tend to have uniformly distributed particles.
We refer to this property as spatial uniformity. The PS data is not system-wide uniform, as
the particles are interacting in a small sub-region of the simulation system. Computation of
SDH would become trivial if all the particles are uniformly distributed in system. The red
dots in Figure 1.1(b) represent solvent molecules that are uniformly distributed. We utilize
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such uniform regions as single entities to improve SDH computation time. This is one of
the properties different from existing methods. We discuss the error rates and performance
of utilizing spatial uniformity in Section 3.3.
2. Temporal Locality: The particles in the simulation system tend to remain in small localized
regions for certain time period. This property is exhibited as a result of existence of
interactions among particles in small sub-regions. We refer to this property as temporal
similarity (locality or uniformity). Utilizing this property avoids unnecessary processing of
regions, which otherwise contributes to computation time. Neighboring frames of the PS
data often exhibit this property. We compute the SDH of any given frame, say f0. In order
to compute the SDH of next frame f1 we use the SDH of frame f0 and work on the regions
of the simulation space that do not exhibit temporal locality (explained later). During this
process, we update the histogram to capture the regions that are not temporally similar. This
is an incremental algorithm to quickly compute the SDH of consecutive frames. Details of
this approach are discussed in Section 3.4.
3.2 Basic Method - Background
Before getting into the details of utilizing spatiotemporal properties for SDH computation, we
introduce a basic data structure and a concept adopted in a previous work [98]. The concept serves
as foundation of our proposed algorithm.
A density map (DM) is a data structure that we use to represent the simulation data space. The
density map is built by dividing the simulation space into a grid of equal sized cells (or volume).
The cell size determines the resolution of DM and it is a square in 2-dimensional (2D) simulation
space or a cube in 3-dimensions (3D).1 A DM of higher resolution is generated by dividing each
cell of an existing DM into four cells of equal size. DMs of different resolutions can be organized
as region quad-tree [83]. Root of the tree represents the entire simulation data of any given frame.
1We focus on 2D representation to present illustrations and explain details of our algorithms. Extension of the
algorithms to 3D representation is straightforward.
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Figure 3.1: Resolving two cells. Computing minimum (i.e., length of solid lines) and maximum
distance (i.e., length of dashed lines) range between two cells
Different levels represent the same data at different resolutions. Such a tree is called density-map
tree (DM-tree).
A density map based SDH approach (DM-SDH) presented in [98] relies on a procedure called
RESOLVETWOCELLS. The fundamental principle, called resolve, is applied on pairs of cells, say
A and B as in Figure 3.1. Both cells A and B from the DM are said to resolve (or resolvable) if the
minimum (u) and maximum (v) distances between them falls into same bucket i of the histogram.
In such case, the total number of distances between A and B are incremented in bucket i. The total
distances is just the product of number of particles in both cells, say nAnB. When the cells are not
resolvable, we can take one of the following actions:
1. Try to resolve all children of A with all children of B in higher resolution density map, or
2. Compute every distance between particles of A and B and update the histogram.
The basic SDH computation algorithm selects a density map DMk from the DM-tree such
that the diagonal length of each cell is not greater than the histogram bucket width w. Then, the
RESOLVETWOCELLS procedure is called on all pairs of cells of the selected DM. Algorithm 1
shows the steps of this procedure. Action (1) is tried as long as the procedure reaches leaf cells of
the DM-tree (i.e., leaf-level density map). Any pair of cells that are not resolvable in the leaf-level
DM are processed by applying action (2) above.
A geometric modeling based analysis proves that the time complexity of DM-SDH isO
(
N
2d−1
d
)
[19], where d is the number of dimensions. But the more exciting news is that DM-SDH can be
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Algorithm 1 Resolve pair of cells. RESOLVETWOCELLS(A, B)
Require: Cells A, B with particles nA and nB
Ensure: Distance histogram H
1: if A and B resolve into bucket i then
2: H[i] = H[i]+nAnB
3: else if A and B are leaves then
4: do point-to-point distance computation
5: Update histogram H
6: else if need approximate then
7: Apply Heuristics to update H
8: else
9: for each child a of A do
10: for each child b of B do
11: RESOLVETWOCELLS(a,b)
12: end for
13: end for
14: end if
enhanced to approximately compute SDH with a time complexity of I
(1
ε
)2d−1, where ε is an error
bound and I is the number of pairs of cells in DMk.2 This algorithm is named ADM-SDH.
The idea behind the ADM-SDH algorithm is to recursively call RESOLVETWOCELLS only
for a predetermined number (m) of levels in the tree. A greedy heuristic is applied to process any
non-resolvable pairs of cells after visiting these m levels. We will study the heuristics for distance
distribution in Section 3.3. The beauty of this algorithm is: given a user specified error bound
ε , our analytical model can tell what value of m to choose [98]. Although ADM-SDH is fast in
regards to the data size N, its running time is very sensitive to the bucket width w. The main
reason for this is: when w decreases by half, we have to start the algorithm from the next level
of the tree. As a result, the number of cells in the starting level DMk increases by a factor of 2d
and I increases by a factor of 22d . Since the SDH is a discrete approximation of a continuous
distribution of the distances in the MS system, more information is lost with the increase of w. In
practice, scientists prefer smaller values of w so that there are a few hundred buckets in the SDH.
In this chapter, we present an efficient and accurate multi-frame SDH computing algorithm whose
2There is also a O(N logN) cost for building the Quad-tree.
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Figure 3.2: Overlapping distance range of non-resolvable cells. Distance range of non-resolvable
cells overlaps with more than one bucket of the histogram
performance is insensitive to both N and w. This new algorithm uses the same region quad-tree
for data organization as in the DM-SDH and ADM-SDH algorithms.
3.3 SDH Computation Based on Spatial Uniformity
In this section we discuss the SDH computation algorithm based on spatial uniformity property
of the particles. The algorithm depends on a technique, that we discuss, to identify such regions
in the simulation data.
3.3.1 Algorithm Design Using Probability Distribution Function (PDF)
The DM-based algorithm traverses the DM-tree up to required level and hence has long
running time. It depends heavily on resolving pairs of cells along the traversal path. The distances
of non-resolvable cells are distributed into relevant buckets only when we finish visiting m levels
of the tree. Our idea to remedy the heavy tree traversal problem is to greedily distribute distances
between very large regions of the simulation space, even when no pairs of such regions are
resolvable. In other words, we use heuristics for distance distribution as early as possible.
However, the distribution of distances between two large regions may yield arbitrarily large errors.
Therefore, the key challenge is to design a heuristic with high accuracy even under large regions.
In addressing the problem of tree traversal and resolve operation our first idea is to take ad-
vantage of spatial distribution of particles in cells. As an illustration Figure 3.2 shows overlapping
of a distance range [u,v] of cells A and B over three buckets (i.e., from bucket i to i+ 2) of the
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histogram. Knowing the probability distribution function (PDF) of the point-to-point distances
between cells A and B is critical to performance of the algorithm. The critical observation here
is: given the PDF the actual nAnB number of distances can be effectively distributed into the three
overlapping histogram buckets. Specifically, the total nAnB number of distances will be assigned
to the buckets based on the probability of a distance falling into each bucket according to the PDF.
For the example case in Figure 3.2, the relevant histogram buckets and the number of distances
assigned to each one are as follows:
H[i] = nAnB
∫ iw
u
g(t)dt (3.1)
H[i+1] = nAnB
∫ (i+1)w
iw
g(t)dt (3.2)
H[i+2] = nAnB
∫ v
(i+1)w
g(t)dt (3.3)
where g represents the PDF of distances between A and B.
One of the biggest advantages of this distance distribution method is that the errors generated
in each distance count assignment operation can be very low. As long as the PDF is accurate and
is close to the underlying distance distribution [17] the errors will not be affected by the bucket
width w. Therefore, we need to derive the PDF to achieve the algorithmic efficiency and accuracy.
3.3.1.1 Methods to Derive PDF
In the work presented by Tu et al. [98], the distances are proportionally distributed into
the three buckets based on the overlaps between range [u,v] and the individual buckets. Such
a primitive heuristic, which is named PROP (short for “proportional"), implicitly assumes that
the distance distribution is uniform within [u,v]. However, our experiments show that a typical
distance distribution in MS data is far from being uniform. Hence, our proposed solution will
naturally introduce less errors than the PROP heuristics adopted by ADM-SDH.
In general, the PDF of interest can be obtained from the spatial distribution of particles in the
two relevant cells. The coordinates of any two particles - one from A and the other from B - can be
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modeled as two random vectors~vA and~vB, respectively. The distance between these two particles
can also be modeled as a random variable D, and we have
D= ||~vA−~vB||. (3.4)
Given that, if we know the PDFs of both~vA and~vB, the PDF of D can be derived via either one of
the following two strategies:
1. Generation of a closed-form via analyzing the PDFs of~vA and~vB as well as D, or
2. Monte Carlo simulations using the PDFs of~vA and~vB as data generation functions.
In practice, it is difficult to get a closed-form PDF for D even when the particle spatial
distributions follow a simple form. In Section 3.3.3, we present the results of our efforts in
obtaining such a closed-form PDF for D under uniformly distributed~vA and~vB.
Monte Carlo simulations can help us obtain a discrete form of the PDF of the distance dis-
tribution, given the PDFs of the particle spatial distributions [69]. One important note here is
that the method works no matter what forms the spatial distributions follow. However, to generate
the particle spatial distributions, it is infeasible to test the simulation dataset for all possible data
distributions. Instead, we focus on testing if the data follows the most popular distribution in
simulations - spatial uniform distribution.3 As discussed in Section 3.1, natural systems often
contain localized regions with uniformly distributed components.
3.3.1.2 Algorithmic Details
We discuss the details of the algorithm to take advantage of the spatial distribution of particles
in the simulation space. Our proposed algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. Identifying uniform regions in which particles are uniformly distributed
2. Deriving the distance distribution PDFs between all pairs of uniform regions by:
3Particle spatial distribution is different from the distribution of distances between particles.
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• Mathematical analysis towards a closed-form, or
• Monte Carlo simulations
3. Assigning the actual distance counts in such regions following Equations 3.1– 3.3.
We need to consider the distances within a single cell of the density map to obtain the correct
histogram. Cells with diagonal length less than or equal to w contribute to single histogram
bucket. However, if the diagonal length spans over multiple buckets, we need to assign intra-cell
distances to the first few buckets of the SDH. Step (2) above can only handle inter-cell distances.
In particular, given a cell A with diagonal length of q, the distances between any two particles
within A fall into the range [0,q]. This can be modeled as the following random variable:
D′ = ||~vA−~v′A|| (3.5)
where ~v′A is an independent and identically distributed variable to~vA. Let us further assume that
the range [0,q] overlaps buckets 0 to j. Then we can follow the same idea shown in Equations 3.1-
3.3 to assign the distance counts of cell A into the relevant buckets:
H[0] =
nA(nA−1)
2
∫ w
0
gD′(t)dt (3.6)
H[1] =
nA(nA−1)
2
∫ 2w
w
gD′(t)dt (3.7)
· · · · · · · · ·
H[ j] =
nA(nA−1)
2
∫ q
( j−1)w
gD′(t)dt (3.8)
where gD′(t) is the PDF for random variable D′, and can also be generated by mathematical
analysis or approximated by Monte Carlo simulations.
Finally, to complete the above algorithm, all pairs of cells containing at least one non-uniform
cell, will be processed using the PROP heuristic – same as in ADM-SDH. Physical study of molec-
ular systems have shown that it is normal to see a small number of large uniform regions covering
most of the particles, leaving only a small fraction of particles in non-uniform regions [5, 82] (also
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Figure 3.3: Marking uniform cells of Quad-tree. Sub-trees of nodes P and Q with their leaf nodes
verified through experiments using real datasets in Chapter 5). This translates into high efficiency
of the proposed algorithm. Furthermore, the time complexity of steps (1) and (2) is unrelated to
the bucket size w. The time needed for step (3) is linearly and negatively related to w.
In the remainder of this section, we present technical details in implementing the different
steps of our algorithm.
3.3.2 Identification of Uniform Regions
The first problem related to this topic is: given a spatial region (represented as a quad-tree
node), how do we test if it is a uniform region? We take advantage of the chi-square (χ2)
goodness-of-fit test to solve this problem. Here we show how the χ2 test is formulated and
implemented in our model.
DEFINITION 3.3.1 Given a cell Q (i.e., a tree node) in the DM-tree, we say Q is uniform if its
probability value p in the chi-square goodness-of-fit test against uniform distribution is greater
than a predefined bound α .
To obtain the p-value of a cell, we first need to compute two values: the χ2 value and the degree
of freedom (d f ) of that particular cell. Suppose cell Q resides in level k of the DM-tree (see
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Figure 3.3). We go down the DM-tree from Q till we reach the leaf level, and define each leaf-
level descendant of Q as a separate category. The intuition behind the test here is: Q is uniform
if each category contains roughly the same number of particles. The number of such leaf-level
descendants of cellQ is 4t−k, where t is the leaf level number. Therefore, the d f becomes 4t−k−1.
The observed value, O j, of a category j is the actual particle count in that leaf cell. The expected
value, E j, of a category is computed as follows:
E j =
Total Particle Count in Cell Q
# o f lea f level descendants o f Q
=
nQ
4t−k
(3.9)
Having computed the observed and expected values of all categories related to Q, we obtain the
χ2 test score of cell Q through the following equation:
χ2 =
4t−k
∑
j=1
(O j−E j)2
E j
(3.10)
Next, we feed these two values, the χ2 and the d f , to the R statistical library [97], which computes
the p-value. We then compare the p-value to a predefined probability bound α (e.g., 0.05). If
p > α , we mark the cell Q as uniform, otherwise we mark it as non-uniform. Note that the χ2
test performs poorly when the particle counts in the cells drop below 5 [49]. But, we already had
similar constraint in our algorithm while building the DM-tree, essentially making the cells in the
leaf level contain more than 4 particles. Hence, we choose leaf level nodes as the categories in the
test.
To find all the uniform regions, we traverse the DM-tree starting from the root and perform
the above χ2 test for each node we visit. However, once a node is marked uniform, there is no
need to visit its subtree. The pseudo code shown in Algorithms 2 and 3 represents this idea – to
find all uniform regions, we only need to call procedure MARKTREE with the root node of the
DM-tree as input.
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Algorithm 2Mark uniform cells. MARKTREE(node Q, level a)
1: CHECKUNIFORM(Q,a)
2: if Q is NOT uniform then
3: for each child Bi of cell Q: i := 1 . . .4 do
4: MarkTree (Bi, a+1)
5: end for
6: end if
Algorithm 3 Check if region is uniform. CHECKUNIFORM(node Q, level a)
1: Go to leftmost leaf level (t) descendent of Q
2: for k = 1 to 4t−a do
3: χ2 := χ2+ (Ok−Ek)
2
Ek
4: end for
5: Get pval(χ2) using R library
6: if pval > significance value α then
7: mark Q as uniform
8: else
9: mark Q as not uniform
10: end if
3.3.3 Analysis of PDF
In practice, it is difficult to get a closed-form PDF for D even when the particle spatial
distributions follow a simple form. There has been some work done in [100] that addresses one
special cases: tackling the distribution of distance between points within a unit square – this can
be seen as a case of variable D′ shown in Equation (3.5). The distribution of random variable D is
also studied in [4] under the special case that~vA and~vB are from two adjacent unit squares. Both
work show closed-form and such formulae can be used in our algorithm.
In this part, we show the results of our efforts in obtaining an approximate closed-form for
the general case: finding distance distribution between points in any two cells. The main claim
is: if the data points in cell A and cell B are uniformly distributed, then the square of the distance
between the two cells’ points can be approximated by a Noncentral chi-square distribution and
the distribution is not related to the number of points in cell A or B.
To shed more light on the claim, we take a look at two randomly chosen cells A and B of same
size (i.e., from the same level of the DM tree). We start by assuming that the particles in the cells
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are uniformly distributed. Our goal here is to give a representation of the PDF of the distance
between points in such two cells. Let us choose two random points PA and PB, from cell A and B,
and denote the coordinates of PA and PB as (XPA,YPA) and (XPB,YPB), respectively. The square of
the distance D between these two points can be expressed with the following equation:
D2 = |XPA−XPB|2+ |YPA−YPB|2 (3.11)
Since the points are chosen randomly, their coordinates can be regarded as random variables.
Furthermore, |XPA−XPB| and |YPA−YPB| can be viewed as random variables that follow a trian-
gular distribution. But using triangular distribution would make the result and the analysis really
hard (if not impossible) to achieve. In order to ease the analysis process we will approximate the
triangular distribution with a normal distribution. So, naturally, we continue by first figuring out
how much error will be introduced by such approximation. The following subsection shows that
the introduced error is only 10%.
3.3.3.1 Approximating Triangular with Normal Distribution
Lemma 3.1 If X and Y are independent random variables uniformly distributed on (a,b) and
(c,c+ b− a), and c ≥ a, then Y −X is a triangular random variable and can be regarded as a
normal random variable with total variation distance 0.1.
Proof. The probability density of X is
f (x) =
1
b−a , a< x< b (3.12)
and the probability density of Y is
g(y) =
1
b−a , c< y< c+b−a (3.13)
There are two cases to be considered: (1) when c is equal to a; and (2) when c is greater than a.
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Figure 3.4: Approximating triangular distribution with normal distribution.
1. Case (c= a): The probability density of Y −X can be calculated as follows
fY−X(z) =
∫ c+b−a
c
f (y− z)g(y)dy (3.14)
When 0> z> a−b, the probability density of Y −X can be computed as follows
fY−X(z) =
b−a+ z
(b−a)2 (3.15)
When 0< z< b−a, the probability density of Y −X can be computed as follows
fY−X(z) =
b−a− z
(b−a)2 (3.16)
2. Case (c> a): When c−b< z< c−a, the probability density of Y −X can be computed as
follows
fY−X(z) =
b− c+ z
(b−a)2 (3.17)
When c−a< z< c+b−a, the probability density of Y −X can be computed as follows
fY−X(z) =
c+b−2a− z
(b−a)2 (3.18)
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The probability density of Y − X is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Now, let us take a look at a
different random variable Q. Assuming Q is a normal random variable with parameters (c−
a, (b−a)
2
6 ), the probability density of Q can be written as follows:
fQ(x) =
√
6e
−6(x−c+a)2
2(b−a)2
√
2pi(b−a) (3.19)
Let u= x−(c−a)
b−a , then the probability density of Q can be rewritten as follows
fQ(u) =
√
6e−3u2√
2pi
(3.20)
Let v= z−(c−a)
b−a .Then, the probability density of Y −X can be rewritten as follows
fY−X(v) =Min{1+ v,1− v}, −1< v< 1 (3.21)
Now let us study how well the normal distribution approximates the triangular distribution.
Let P be the triangular distribution with PDF p(x) given by Equation (3.21) and Q is the normal
distributionN(0, 16), the PDF of which is q(x)=
√
6exp{−3x2}√
2pi
, x∈ (−∞,+∞). Note that the first two
moments of the two distributions are exactly the same: E[P] = E[Q] = 0, and var[P] = var[Q] = 16 .
Although these indicate the similarity between the two distribution, we still want to quantify how
close the two probability measures are.
A natural measure of the difference between the two probability measures P and Q is the total
variation distance defined as:
V (P,Q), sup
A∈F
|P(A)−P(A)|= 1
2
∫
R
|p(x)−q(x)|dx (3.22)
where F is the σ−field upon which the probability space is defined. Note that P is absolute
continuous with respect to Q in our case, then we have
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V (P,Q) =
1
2
∫
R
∣∣∣∣ p(x)q(x) −1
∣∣∣∣q(x)dx (3.23)
Numerical computation shows thatV (P,Q)= 0.1012 in this case. Following the above reason-
ing, we conclude that we can use normal distribution instead of triangular distribution, introducing
an error of about 10%. 
Using the aforementioned findings, we now regard the differences |XPA−XPB| and |YPA−YPB|
as random variables with normal distribution. In the following subsection, we continue with the
proof of our main claim. Here we show that the square of the distance can be viewed as random
variable with non-central chi-squared distribution.
3.3.3.2 Distance Distribution of Particles in Two Cells
As we know, if XPA and XPB are independent random variables uniformly distributed on (a,b)
and (c,c+ b− a) respectively, (c ≥ a) then XPB−XPA follows a triangular distribution that we
saw can be approximated with normal, introducing an error of not more than 10%. Knowing
this, XPB−XPA can be regarded as a normal random variable with parameters (c−a,(b−a)2/6).
Similarly, YPB−YPA can be regarded as a normal random variable with parameters (c′− a′,(b−
a)2/6). Since (b−a)2/6 is a constant, which is noted as σ2, we can write the following equation
for the distance D between the two points PA and PB:
D2
σ2
=
(XPB−XPA)2
σ2
+
(YPB−YPA)2
σ2
(3.24)
As it is known, the right hand side of the above equation is a Noncentral chi-square distribution.
This means that the distances between the two cells’ points can be described as a Noncentral
chi-square distribution with the parameters (2,λ ), where λ can be defined as follows:
λ =
(c−a)2
σ2
+
(c′−a′)2
σ2
(3.25)
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where c−a and c′−a′ are the means of the two normal distributions.
Note that, since our discussions started with the only assumption that points in A and B are
uniformly distributed, the parameters of above PDF have no relationship with the actual number
of points in cell A or cell B.
So, our conclusion is that the square of the distance between any two points from two cells
follows (can be approximated to) a Noncentral chi-square distribution. Since the PDF of a
Noncentral chi-square distribution has a closed form [99], the PDF of D (i.e., the square root
of the Noncentral chi-square) can be obtained through Jacobian transformation. However, we
stop here after obtaining the (approximated) PDF of D2 since it can already be used to guide
distance distributions in our algorithm with minor tweaks. Recall the scenario in Figure 3.2: the
share of distance counts that should go into bucket i is now
∫ i2w2
u2 h(t)dt where h(t) is the PDF of
the Noncentral chi-square. The other buckets can be treated in a similar way.
It is our belief, based on the thorough work we have done on this matter, that to get an explicit
and more accurate closed form for the distribution of the distances between the points of the cells
is a really challenging, if not impossible to solve, problem.
3.3.4 Monte Carlo Simulations
The distribution of distances between a pair of cells, say A and B, can be determined based on
their spatial distribution of particles, by runningMonte Carlo simulations. Monte Carlo simulation
is a way to model a phenomenon that has inherent uncertainty [69]. If the spatial distributions of
particles in A and B are known to be uniform, the simulations can be done by sampling (say ns)
points independently at random from uniform distributions within the spatial ranges of A and B.
Then, the distance distribution is computed from the points sampled in both cells. A temporary
distance histogram can be built for this purpose. All n2s distances are computed (brute-force
method), and put into buckets of the temporary histogram (e.g., those overlapping with [u,v] in
Figure 3.2) accordingly. The final proportions of each bucket in the temporary histogram will
fulfill our needs in step (3) of the algorithm.
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Sufficient number of points are needed to get reasonably high accuracy of the SDH gener-
ated [17]. The cost of running such simulations can be high if we were to perform one simulation
for each pair of uniform regions. This, fortunately, is not the case. First, let us emphasize that
the simulations are not related to the number of particles (e.g., nA and nB) in the cells of interest
- the purpose is to approximate the PDF of distance distribution. Second, and most importantly,
the same simulation can be used for multiple pairs of cells in the same density map, as long as
the two cells in such pairs have the same relative position in space. A simple example is shown
in Figure 3.1: cell pairs (A,B) and (A,B1) will map to the same range [u,v] and can definitely use
the same PDF. A systematic analysis of such sharing is presented in following theorem.
THEOREM 3.1 The number of distinct Monte Carlo simulations performed for all pairs of cells
in a density map of M cells, is O(M).
Proof. The density map is organized as a grid of M = n×n cells. We represent the position of
each cell by an ordered pair (x,y), where x and y are the horizontal and vertical displacements
respectively, of the cell from the top-left corner of the density map. A cell C with displacements
i, j is represented by C(i, j). The width or side of each cell is denoted by t (see Figure 3.5).
We discuss the number of Monte Carlo simulations performed in a density map through a special
feature called L-shape (Definition. 3.3.2). The number of simulations performed is directly related
to the number of distinct L-shapes found in the density map.
DEFINITION 3.3.2 L-shape of two cells A and B, L(A,B), is a subset of the density map that
includes the two end cells A(xA,yA) and B(xB,yB) and all the cells with positions
(xA+1,yA),(xA+2,yA), . . . ,(xB,yA) and (xB,yA+1),(xB,yA+2), . . . ,(xB,yB−1)
or the positions
(xA,yA+1),(xA,yA+2), . . . ,(xA,yB) and (xA+1,yB),(xA+2,yB), . . . ,(xB−1,yB)
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Figure 3.5: Formation of L-shape in simulation space grid. Illustration of L-shape L(A,B) of size
d(L(A,B)) = (a,b) in a density map
Without loss of generality we assume xA < xB and yA < yB in rest of the discussion. It is to be
noted that both cells, A and B, have only one neighbor cell in the L(A,B)-shape.
DEFINITION 3.3.3 The size of an L(A,B) shape, which is denoted as d(L(A,B)), is the ordered
pair (a,b) where a is the horizontal distance (counted in number of cells) and b is the vertical
distance between the cells A and B.
DEFINITION 3.3.4 Equivalent L-shapes: Let L(A,B) and L(C,D) be two L-shapes with sizes
d(L(A,B)) = (a,b) and d(L(C,D)) = (c,d). Then L(A,B) is equivalent to L(C,D) (i.e,. L(A,B)≡
L(C,D)) iff (a= c and b= d) or (a= d and b= c).
Lemma 3.2 L(A,B) ≡ L(C,D) iff the minimum and maximum distances between A,B and be-
tween C,D are equal. In other words, L(A,B)≡ L(C,D) iff distmin,max(A,B) = distmin,max(C,D).
Proof. Consider two L-shapes, L(A,B) and L(C,D)with sizes d(L(A,B))= (a,b) and d(L(C,D))=
(c,d).
If L(A,B) ≡ L(C,D) then, by the definition 3.3.4, d(L(A,B)) = d(L(C,D)). Thus, a = c and
b= d or a= d and b= c.
Figure 3.5 shows maximum distance between cells A and B.
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distmax(A,B) =
√
((a+1)∗ t)2+((b+1)∗ t)2
=
√
((c+1)∗ t)2+((d+1)∗ t)2
= distmax(C,D)
Similarly for the minimum distance between cells A and B,
distmin(A,B) =
√
((a−1)∗ t)2+((b−1)∗ t)2
=
√
((c−1)∗ t)2+((d−1)∗ t)2
= distmin(C,D).
Let two pairs of cell (A,B) and (C,D) have same minimum and maximum distance between them
i.e., distmin,max(A,B) = distmin,max(C,D) or in an equivalent form:
√
((a−1)∗ t)2+((b−1)∗ t)2 =
√
((c−1)∗ t)2+((d−1)∗ t)2
The equation holds only if (a= c and b= d) or (a= d and b= c). Thus, d(L(A,B))≡ d(L(C,D)).
By definition, if two L-shapes have same size, they are equivalent. 
THEOREM 3.2 The number of distinct L-shapes (regardless of position) in a density map with
M = n2 cells is
n(n+1)
2 −1.
Proof. The form of each L-shape L(A,B) is defined by its size d(L(A,B)) = (a,b), where 0 ≤
a≤ n−1 and 0≤ b≤ n−1. But, since the L shapes with size (a,b) are equivalent to the L-shapes
with size (b,a) we need only to count the L-shapes with size (a,b) where b ≥ a and b 6= 0. The
number of such L-shapes for given values of a = 1,2, . . .n−1 are n−1,n−2 . . . ,1 respectively.
For a = 0 there are n− 1 L-shapes. Obviously, the total number of all distinct L-shapes of size
(a,b) is n∗(n+1)2 −1. 
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As the number of distinct Monte Carlo simulations performed in an RDM is equal to the number
of distinct L-shapes, the total number of simulation performed to compute SDH is bound byO(M).

Theorem 3.1 says that, for the possible O(M2) pairs of uniform regions on a density map,
there are only a linear number of simulations that need to be run. Furthermore, as we will see
later (Section 3.4), the same cells exist in all the frames of the dataset, therefore, a simulation run
for one frame can be shared among all frames. Given the above facts, we can create a lookup table
(e.g., hash-based) to store the simulation results to be shared among different operations when a
PDF is required.
REMARK 1 If we were given the PDF of the random variable D and use the integration of the
PDF to guide distance distribution in step (2) of our algorithm, the number of distinct integrations
is also O(M).
3.4 SDH Computation Based on Temporal Locality
Another inherent property of the MS is that the particles often exhibit temporal locality, and
such temporal property can be utilized to compute the SDH of consecutive frames even faster.
The existence of temporal locality is mainly due to the physical properties of the particles in most
of the simulation systems. More specifically, such properties can be observed at the following two
levels:
1. Particles often interact with each other in groups and move randomly in a very small
subregion of the system;
2. With particles moving in and out of a cell, the total number of particles in that cell does not
change much over time.
3.4.1 Basic Algorithm Design
We discuss the algorithm in terms of only two frames f0 and f1, although the idea can be
extended to an arbitrary number of frames. Suppose DM-trees T0 and T1 are built for the two
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Figure 3.6: Grouping cells with equal density ratios. Achieved by sorting the cell ratios in the
RDM
frames f0 and f1, respectively. Since the DM-trees are built independently from the data they
hold, the number of levels and cells, as well as the dimensions of corresponding cells in both
DM-trees will be the same. First, an existing algorithm (e.g., DM-SDH or ADM-SDH) is used to
compute the SDH H0 for the base frame f0. Then we copy the SDH of frame f0 to that of f1, i.e.,
H1 =H0. The idea is to modify the initial value of H1 to reach its correct form by only processing
cells that do not show temporal locality.
Let DM0k and DM
1
k be the density maps, at level k, in their respective DM-trees T0 and T1. We
augment each cell in DM1k with the ratio of particle count of that cell in DM
1
k to the particle count
of the same cell in DM0k . A density map that has such ratios is called a ratio density map (RDM).
The next step is to update the histogram H1 according to the ratios in the RDM. Let rA and rB
(A 6= B) be the density ratios of any two cells A and B in the RDM, we have two scenarios:
1. Case rA× rB = 1.0. In this case, we do not make any changes to H1. It indicates that the
two cells A and B contributed the same (or similar) distance counts to the corresponding
buckets in both histograms H0 and H1.
2. Case rA× rB 6= 1. It indicates that some changes have to be made to H1. Specifically,
we follow the PROP heuristic, as in ADM-SDH, to proportionally update the buckets that
overlap with the distance range [u,v]. For example, as shown in Figure 3.2, consider the
distance range [u,v] overlapping three buckets i, i+ 1, and i+ 2. The buckets and their
corresponding count updates are given in Equations 3.26– 3.28.
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H1[i] =
(
n1An
1
B−n0An0B
) iw−u
v−u (3.26)
H1[i+1] =
(
n1An
1
B−n0An0B
) w
v−u (3.27)
H1[i+2] =
(
n1An
1
B−n0An0B
)v− (i+1)w
v−u (3.28)
where n0A and n
0
B are counts of particles in cells A and B, respectively, in density map DM
0
k
of frame f0. Similarly, n1A and n
1
B are counts of particles in corresponding cells of density
map DM1k in frame f1. Note that we have n
1
A = rA · n0A and n1B = rB · n0B. The total number
of distances to be updated in the buckets is n1A× n1B - n0A× n0B. This actually gives us the
number of distances changed between cells A and B of density map DMk, going from frame
f0 to frame f1.
3.4.2 Algorithmic Details
An efficient implementation of the above idea requires all pairs of cells that satisfy the Case
1 condition to be skipped. In other words, our algorithm should only process the Case 2 pairs,
without even checking whether the product of two cells is 1.0 (explained later). The histogram
updates can be made efficiently if cells with equal or similar density ratios are grouped together.
Our idea here is to store all the ratios in the RDM in a sorted array (Figure 3.6). The advantage in
sorting is that the sorted list can be used to efficiently find all pairs of cells with ratio product of
1.0. In other words, for any cell D with density ratio rD, find the first cell E and the last cell F in
the sorted list with ratios 1/rD, using binary search. Then, pair cell D with all other cells except
the cells between E and F in the sorted list. Figure 3.6 shows an example of a cell (D1) with ratio
1.0 – we mark the first cell E1 and the last cell F1 with ratio of 1.0. Then we pair D1 with rest of
the cells in the list. Take another example of cell (D2) with ratio 0.2 : we will effectively skip all
the cells (E2 to F2) with ratio 5.0 (as 1/0.2= 5.0), and start pairing D2 with those cells that do not
have ratio 5.0 (to the left of E2 and right of F2).
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In practice, a tolerance factor ε can be introduced to the Case 1 condition such that the cells
with ratio product within the range of 1.0± ε are skipped from the computations. While saving
more time by allowing more cell pairs untouched, the factor ε can also introduce extra errors.
However, our analysis in Section 3.6 shows that such errors are negligible. Our experimental
results (Figure 5.2(b)) show that there are a large number of pairs of cells whose density ratio
products are around 1.0, thus providing sufficient savings of computation.
Same as in Section 3.3.1.2, there are also intra-cell distances to be processed. Again, we
assume the cell of interest has diagonal length q, and the distance range [0,q] overlaps with buckets
0,1, . . . , j. If an individual cell is with an RDM of 1.0, nothing needs to be done. For those cells
whose RDM is not 1.0, the following rules are used to update the counts.
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3.5 Putting Both Ideas Together
The continuous histogram processing is sped up by utilizing both spatial uniformity and
temporal locality properties. An overview of the technique is shown in the flow diagram of
Figure 3.7. The left branch (decision A ≡ B) is to compute the intra-cell distances. In the
right branch we check the locality property of every pair of cells before checking for uniform
distribution of the particles. Any pair that satisfies the locality property is skipped from further
computations. The pairs that fail the locality property check are tested for the uniformity property.
Based on the results of the check, subsequent steps are taken and the histogram buckets are
updated.
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Figure 3.7: Flow diagram of composite SDH algorithm. Steps in dealing with two cells of the
composite algorithm for computing SDH
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The Monte Carlo simulation step introduced in our algorithm is expensive when computing
SDH of a sequence of frames. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the cost can actually spread over when
we are processing a sequence of frames. It is an interesting fact that the tree building process is
such that a cell in the DMs of same level in all frames is of same dimensions. Therefore, a
simulation done once can be reused in all other frames. Given a pair of cells A and B and their
respective distance range [u,v], we compute the proportions of distances that map to each bucket
covered by [u,v] through Monte Carlo simulation. For each distinct [u,v] range, we store such
(and only such) proportions of distance distributions in a universal hash table.
For every pair of uniform cells that do not resolve and have distance range [u,v], we look into
the hash table to get the proportions to distribute the distances into buckets. If an entry is available
in the hash table, we use it directly. Otherwise, a new simulation is done and proportions are
calculated. This new simulation information is stored in the hash table. The hash table is universal
and is used for computing the histogram of all the frames for a given bucket width.
The same strategy can be followed if we were to use closed-form PDFs (if available) to
determine the proportions of distances. To simplify the implementation, one decision we made
was to choose a level k in the DM-tree and process cells on that level only (instead of working on
uniform regions on different levels). We need a level that balances both SDH computation time
and the error – choosing a level close to the leaves may increase the time, while a level close to
the root will introduce higher errors in the SDH. An important feature of our algorithm is that
the user can choose a level to run the algorithm according to her tolerance of the errors. Such
choices can be made beforehand by analysis as discussed in Section 3.6.1.3. Note that all the cells
in the DM-tree that are uniform are marked before the continuous SDH processing begins.
The proposed technique is completely based on the general temporal and spatial uniformity of
the data set. Such cell-wise uniformity is not only observed in MS, but also in many traditional
spatiotemporal database applications [96]. Hence, it can be applied to very different data sets such
as crowd of people and stars in astronomical studies.
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3.6 Performance Analysis
The performance (running time and errors) of the proposed technique in utilizing the spa-
tiotemporal property of the data is analyzed in this section.
3.6.1 Analysis of Spatial Uniformity
3.6.1.1 Time Analysis
The running time of the algorithm utilizing only the spatial uniformity property is contributed
by the following factors:
1. Quad tree construction time O(N logN) where N is the number of particles in simulation;
2. Identification of uniform regions. This can also be bounded by O(N logN), as the count in
each leaf node is used for at most logN chi-square tests;
3. Distribution of distances into buckets; For this, all pairs of cells on a DM need to be
computed - in a DM withM cells, the time is O(M2).
4. Monte-Carlo simulations that require O(MTs) time according to Theorem 3.1. Here Ts is
the time of each individual simulation.
Theoretically, the first two costs will dominate as their complexity is related to system size
N. In practice, the O(M2) time for factor (3) can dwarf others if we choose a density map on
the lower levels of the quad tree - M approaches N when the level gets lower. Recall that this
will happen to the ADM-SDH algorithm when the bucket width w gets smaller. Our following
analysis and experiments will show thatM is under control in our algorithm.
Factor (4) is also worth a special note. Although the simulation time Ts can be regarded as
a constant (as it is unrelated to both N and w), a larger number of points in the simulation is
preferred for better accuracy. Thus, it is essential to study how many data points we have to
simulate in order to reach desired accuracy. Such analysis is shown in Section 3.6.1.2.
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3.6.1.2 Error Analysis
Based on the sources, two types of errors are introduced by utilizing the spatial uniformity
feature:
1. error (eu) by pairs of cells that are both uniform, and
2. error (ea) by those with at lease one non-uniform cell.
Type 1 error is basically the simulation error, i.e., the expected percentage of distances put
into the wrong buckets when both cells have uniformly distributed data points. According to the
Law of Iterated Logarithm (LIL) [15], such error is up to the order of
(
Sm
log logSm
)−1/2, where
Sm is simulation size. Since we compute the Euclidean distance between two randomly selected
points which are uniformly distributed in the two cells, we have Sm = n2s , where ns is the number
of points simulated in each cell. Clearly, the error drops dramatically with the increases of ns.
Considering a scenario where nA and nB are of the order of 102, the simulation error is slightly
smaller than the order of 10−2. In other words, we can effectively control the Type 1 error without
suffering from a heavy simulation overhead.
The Type 2 error is obviously no greater than the error achieved by the PROP heuristic. It is
hard to get a tight error bound when the distribution of points in a cell is not uniform. But it is
easy to see that the error for one single distribution using PROP can be arbitrarily large. Unlike the
Type 1 error, error in this category cannot be controlled. At this point, we can at least conclude
that, due to the small Type 1 error, our algorithm will be more accurate than existing solutions
based on PROP, such as ADM-SDH [98].
An important note here is that our analysis has so far concentrated on the errors introduced
in an individual distribution operation (i.e., between one pair of cells). However, our work [50]
has revealed the fact that errors generated by different pairs of cells can cancel out, and reduce
the error in the whole SDH to a great extent. We call such a phenomenon error compensation. In
particular, our qualitative study shows that the error (at the entire SDH level) caused by PROP can
be loosely bounded by 10%. Since this is not a tight bound, we expect to see much smaller errors
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in practice, as shown in our experimental results for the ADM-SDH algorithm (Section 5.3). For
the same reason, the effects of Type 1 error can also be reduced by error compensation, making it
a negligible quantity.
3.6.1.3 Error/Performance Tradeoff
Given the above analysis, we show our algorithm is tunable in that the user can choose a level
of DM-tree to get a desired error guarantee. Suppose pu is the fraction of pairs of cells that are
uniform on a given level, the total error ξ produced by our algorithm based on spatial uniformity
is
ξ ≤ eupu+ ea(1− pu) (3.32)
A remark here is: as compared to ADM-SDH that is based on PROP heuristics, our algorithm
shows an advantage in accuracy: error will be lower by (ea− eu)pu.
From the above equation, we can also solve pu to obtain a guideline on the level of the DM
tree from which we run the algorithm:
pu ≥ ea−ξ
ea− eu (3.33)
In other words, a user will choose to work on a DM where the fraction of uniform cells is at least
√
pu, in order to get an error lower than ξ .
One special note about pu is: defined as the fraction of actual uniform cell pairs, pu is smaller
than the percentage of cell pairs marked as uniform by our algorithm shown in Algorithm 2. This
is because it is not a deterministic decision to mark a cell uniform, and cases of false positive can
happen. In marking the cells, the chance of getting a false positive consists of the approximation
error of the Pearson’s χ2 test statistic [15] and the probability bound α used in the test. The test
statistic error is up to the order of O
1−ν
ν
t , where ν is degree of freedom and Ot is the number of
observations in χ2 test. In our environment, Ot tends to be a large number, as we often see large
uniform regions. The α value is user tunable and usually set around 5%. When ν is sufficiently
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large, the error in marking a cell uniform is γ = α + 1/Ot ≈ α . Therefore, if the percentage of
pairs of cells marked uniform by our algorithm is p′u, we have
pu = (1− γ)2p′u ≈ (1−α)2p′u (3.34)
3.6.2 Analysis of Temporal Uniformity
3.6.2.1 Time Analysis
The running time is determined by the number of cell pairs that do not satisfy the temporal
locality condition, i.e., ratio products are not in the range of 1.0±ε . Due to the sorted list of ratios
in the RDM, all cell pairs satisfying the above condition are skipped by the algorithm. Suppose pr
is the fraction of such cell pairs, only (1− pr) pairs of cells need to be processed by the algorithm.
The sorting and searching of the cells can be performed in O(M logM) time. Hence, the running
time of the algorithm is bound by (1− pr)T +O(M logM) where T is the time for processing
the base frame. In other words, by utilizing the temporal locality, we achieve a (1− pr)-factor
improvement in running time.
3.6.2.2 Error Analysis
We tackle this by studying the extra errors our algorithm generates for a frame f1 on top
of those in the base frame f0. The error introduced when utilizing the temporal locality can be
categorized based on two cases:
1. Temporal locality property is satisfied. Error is produced by temporal locality property
only when the cell pairs satisfy the condition rA× rB = 1.0± ε . A small error equal to
the fraction ε is introduced. When the fraction ε = 0, there is no change in the number of
distances between the two cells. In both situations, a negligible error, very hard to compute,
is produced due to small change in position of the points. The fraction ε is negligible when
the pairs of cells have uniformly distributed points in both the frames f0 and f1. Actually,
the small movement of particles has minimal effects on the distance distribution.
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2. Temporal locality property is not satisfied. This case will not cause any additional errors.
When the temporal locality condition is not satisfied for a pair of cells in f1, we update the
histograms as if we are running the algorithm for the base frame therefore the error will be
on the same level as in the base frame. On the other hand, we do not save any processing
time in such cases.
From the above analysis, we conclude that the error in the derived frame will be on the same
level as that of the base frame. Note that this conclusion should be interpreted in a statistical way.
3.7 Histogram Computation Summary
We presented an efficient technique to compute SDH of consecutive frames using spatiotem-
poral uniformity of particles in the data frames. Spatial uniformity of particles within the frame
is detected and used to compute distribution of distances between histogram bucket. Temporal
locality of particles between neighboring frames is detected and large number of computation
were eliminated to speed up the processing. We provided details of data structures required
in SDH algorithms that use the data properties. A detailed analysis of the errors introduced
by approximate algorithms is presented along with the analysis of running time. The proposed
SDH computation technique is practical and well suited to process large sequence of frames in
simulation data.
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Chapter 4: Histogram Computation on Graphics Processing Units
In any computation intensive problem the straight forward technique to improve execution
time is to perform the computations in parallel. A number of techniques are available in the
literature to accomplish this. In this chapter we look at employing general purpose graphics
processing units, called as GPGPU or simply GPU, to compute SDH efficiently. We look at
brute-force technique as well as the spatiotemporal technique discussed in previous chapter. Some
optimizations of GPU memory are also presented to improve the performance of our algorithms.
4.1 Introduction to Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)
Microprocessors based on single central processing unit (CPU) were powerful and drove much
of the computer application development for more than two decades. The growth of their speed
was achieved by pushing the clock speeds higher and higher. Faster CPUs led to high energy
consumption and heat dissipation. Then came along the multi-core processing units. In today’s
markets we see almost all computers installed with multicore processor. Multicore processors host
more than one processor on each chip. Each core can execute sequential program independent of
the other cores. Thus, the multi-core architecture continues to boost the performance by executing
multiple program in parallel.
Multicore processor technology is the new driving force behind the semiconductor industry.
The major goal of multi-core processor paradigm is to improve the execution speed of sequential
programs. There is another many-core paradigm that focuses on execution throughput of the
parallel applications [63]. In this paradigm each core is heavily multi-threaded and takes single
instruction in order. All cores share control and instruction cache. Many-core technology is
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of general purpose graphics processing unit (GPU).
generally used in graphics processing units (GPUs) for rendering 3D objects and scenes. The
NVIDIA Tesla C2075 has 448 cores, each with 1.15 GHz clock. Rest of this section explains the
architecture of GPUs from general purpose computing perspective.
A GPU consists of an array of multiprocessors as shown in Figure 4.1. The architecture shown
in Figure is an illustration for both NVIDIA R© [81] and AMD R© [6] products. Multiprocessors are
controlled by the thread execution manager of device driver (not shown in Figure). Each multipro-
cessor forms a building block that hosts many processor cores. The cores in each multiprocessor
can execute instructions in SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) fashion. All multiprocessors
share a single device level memory called global memory. Global memory can be accessed in
parallel, with high bandwidth, by multiple cores. For example, the NVIDIA GTX 570 that we
used has 15 multiprocessors, each of which encapsulates 32 cores. It also has about 1.2 GB of
global memory that can be read in parallel with a bandwidth of 152 GB/s. In high-end cards
such as Tesla C2075, the amount of global memory can reach up to 6GB. Apart from the global
memory, the GPUs have programmable, very fast cache memory called shared memory. This type
of memory is on-chip and shared by all cores in a single multi-processor. Since it is on-chip the
access latency is very low. In contrast to that, the global memory has high access latency (400 to
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800 clock cycles [81]). Therefore, the access pattern should be optimized to reduce the overall
latency caused by global memory.
4.2 CUDA: Compute Unified Device Architecture
A general purpose parallel computing architecture called CUDA (Compute unified device
architecture [81]) was introduced by NVIDIA. New instruction set architecture as well as a
parallel programming model was introduced to leverage parallel compute engines in NVIDIA
GPUs [81]. A number of different programming languages are supported, including C. Key
features such as hierarchy of thread groups, shared memories, synchronization etc., are exposed
to the programmer as language extensions.
A large number of threads can be executed in SIMD fashion on the GPU multiprocessors.
The major difference between CPU and GPU threads is that the GPU threads have low creation
and context-switch time. We follow the terminology of CUDA to describe the operation of GPU
multiprocessors. A group of threads executing on a multiprocessor is called block. The blocks
are scheduled dynamically on different multiprocessors. All threads within a block share all
the resources, such as registers, L1 cache etc., available on the multiprocessor. An interesting
feature of the memory in GPUs is that different threads in a block can read different memory
locations simultaneously. This is achieved only when threads read consecutive memory locations.
The underlying hardware groups the consecutive memory access requests into one access. This
process is called coalesced access. How to fully utilize the available high bandwidth via coalesced
access is a code optimization challenge.
CUDA allows programmers to define C functions, called kernels. Kernels are executed in
parallel by different CUDA threads on the GPU. The CPU spawns execution on the device by
calling the kernel functions. The programmer can choose to wait for the kernel to finish or
continue execution of the serial code on CPU. Some important primitives of CUDA are as follows.
1. A thread is the basic unit of execution on the GPU core. Each tread can access data from
multiple memory locations. Figure 4.2 shows the hierarchy of memories accessible to
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Figure 4.2: Hierarchy of GPU memories. Each thread and thread-block can access different
memory in the hierarchy.
different threads and groups of threads. Each thread has access to its private memory and is
not accessible to the programmer.
2. Group of 32 threads is called a warp. Each warp executes instruction in lock step. If any of
these threads execute branches, all threads are executed serially until the branched threads
return to a common point where they can be scheduled in parallel.
3. Group of threads, called a block, are executable on each multiprocessor of GPU. Each
block is executed independent of other blocks. A maximum of 1024 threads can be created
in a CUDA block. All threads within a block can access the multiprocessor level shared
memory. Each multiprocessor has its own independent shared memory.
4. The shared memory is organized as 32 banks in the hardware such that the threads read
different banks in parallel. All 32 banks can be accessed at once to read distinct 32-bit
words. If threads read different words in the same bank, it gives rise to an access conflict
called bank conflict. An example of bank conflicts is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
5. Threads of all blocks can access the global memory in coalesced fashion. Coalescing is
managed at warp level. All un-coalesced memory accesses are automatically serialized.
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Figure 4.3: Illustrating bank conflicts in shared memory access on GPU.
Serial accesses delay the availability of data to threads for instruction execution. Therefore,
un-coalesced accesses can degrade the performance of the kernel.
Parallel processing is an obvious strategy to reduce execution time in computing SDH. GPUs
are popular and massively parallel systems used in many scientific applications. Because of
their highly parallel structure, they are more effective than general purpose CPUs especially for
algorithms like ours that can process large blocks of data in parallel. For us, they provide a low-
cost and low-power platform to improve efficiency as compared to computer clusters. However,
the unique architecture of GPUs imposes interesting challenges to developing software that takes
full advantage of the computing power of GPUs. We develop several techniques to address such
challenges. Such techniques are very different from those used for optimizing towards CPU-based
systems and generate significant boosts in performance (and energy efficiency) as compared to
straightforward GPU implementations. We look at two different strategies to compute SDH on
GPUs: (1) Naive method that computes point-to-point distances and (2) Spatiotemporal unifor-
mity based method discussed in Chapter 3.
4.3 SDH on GPU - Naive Method
The naive SDH computation technique involves computing point-to-point distance between
all pair of points in the simulation data and putting it into appropriate histogram buckets In
computation of SDH on CPU, the read/write of data in main memory is managed by the CPU.
The use of CPU cache and optimized read/write operations in main memory are responsibilities
of the CPU. When the data to be processed is very large, the CPU cycles are wasted when
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waiting to perform main memory data operations. Also, the same set of instructions are executed
sequentially many times for each pair of points.
On GPUs we can execute single instruction on multiple data points in parallel. The data
transfers between memory and processors involved in these instructions can be made in parallel.
Shared memory (basically cache) can be programmed to reduce memory latency. Thus, the
computation time of SDH can be improved. We present the details of brute-force approach to
SDH computation in this section.
We explain the algorithm with assumption that the data fits in GPU global memory. However,
the idea can easily be extended to larger data. The data of N particles is transferred to the global
memory using CUDA primitives. A CUDA kernel to compute pairwise distance is executed by
each thread. Each thread ti reads one distinct data point p j into the registers that are in thread level
private memory (see Figure 4.2). Another unprocessed point pk is read into a different register
in the private memory. Distance d jk between points p j and pk is computed and the histogram is
updated in global memory.
It should be noted that all threads in a warp try to read/write the global memory data in parallel.
To achieve maximum coalesced access, data points in consecutive memory locations are read. In
one read operation a chunk of data points is read. Another consecutive chunk of memory is read
in the next iteration and so on. Figure 4.4 shows the process of reading chunks of points and
computation in global memory by one group (or block) of thread on one multiprocessor. This
behavior is exhibited by all blocks of threads in all multiprocessors until all data is consumed and
processed.
As shown in Figure 4.4 all threads update the same histogram in the global memory. Every
thread tries to write the histogram buckets at the same time. This may lead to situations in which
two or more threads write to the same memory location. Therefore, writes to histogram buckets
should be atomic to keep the histogram correct at all time.
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Figure 4.4: Naive way of SDH computation in GPU global memory. An illustration using four
multiprocessors.
4.3.1 Shared Memory Optimization
Global memory of the GPUs delivers high bandwidth of up to 150 GB/s when the accesses
are coalesced. In the hierarchy of GPU memories the local memory of threads (different from
registers) and the device level global memory are slow as compared to the shared memory. When
accessing uncached local or global memory, the memory latency is about 400 to 600 clock
cycles [80]. Much of the latency is hidden by the thread scheduler when sufficient number of
independent arithmetic instructions are available for execution. However, the best practice is to
avoid global memory access as much as possible.
Limited size of shared memory poses challenges in processing large data. We developed
a mechanism to overcome the memory size bottleneck to compute SDH of large number of
points. As before we assume that all data can fit in global memory. We optimize the algorithm
to utilize the shared memory to compute SDH efficiently. A dataset of size N is considered
for demonstration of shared memory usage. Lets assume that all N points can fit in the shared
memory.
We divide the set of N points into two groups Nl and Nr that fit into shared memory. Lets
name the the two groups as left segment and right segment respectively, in the shared memory. To
compute all pairs of distances i.e., N(N−1)2 distances, from the two segments we have to,
1. compute pairwise distance between each and every particles of Nl and Nr
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Figure 4.5: Processing data segments in GPU shared memory. An illustration of two segments
that fit in shared memory along with a copy of histogram buckets.
2. compute pairwise distance between all particles within left segment Nl
3. compute distance between all particles within right segment Nr
The segmentation of data into two groups ensures that two points, for which the distance has to be
computed, are in different banks. This is true for all point-pairs between the segments Nl and Nr.
However, it may not be true for point-pairs within any of these segments. Figure 4.5 illustrates
the usage of shared memory for two segments.
All writing operations into histogram bucket are performed atomically. This serializes all
distances that are written into the buckets. All multiprocessors have to update the buckets serially,
even though they have execute block of threads independently on processing cores. If we maintain
a copy of the histogram in shared memory of each multiprocessor, the atomic operations can be
performed at multiprocessor level. Thus all multiprocessors don’t have to wait for writes from
others. At the end of SDH computation, all copies can be merged into final histogram. Histogram
write operations are performed efficiently when the buckets are placed in shared memory. There-
fore, we need to adjust the size of left and right segments of data points that can be placed in
shared memory based upon the size of histogram buckets.
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4.3.2 Processing Large Data
The idea of segments explained above can be easily extended to process very large data from
the global memory. After allocating histogram memory Hs in shared memory, the remaining
memory is divided into left segment and right segments of size L and R, respectively. Let L and
R are the sizes in terms of number of points that can fit in shared memory. Now we process all N
points by following the steps in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Shared memory SDH computation.
1: while There are points in global memory to process do
2: Pick up to L points into left segment
3: Compute pairwise distances of all L points
4: while Still points remain in global memory do
5: Pick up to R points into right segment
6: Compute L×R distances between left and right segments
7: end while
8: end while
In the above algorithm we do not compute the distances within right segments. As we
keep picking new data for left segment in the outer while loop, we compute the intra-segment
distances. Computing the same distances in right segment will result in duplicate distances. The
computations in shared memory can be viewed as sliding window processing. We start with a left
segment of size L and pick all remain points sequentially as right segments of size R. Then we
slide the window of left segment and pick right segments from the remaining points. Figure 4.6
shows the segmented processing of SDH in shared memory using sliding window of segments.
4.4 SDH on GPU - Spatiotemporal Uniformity Method
In this section we modify our algorithm of utilizing spatiotemporal uniformity to map onto
the GPU programming environment. Our discussions, however, will focus on how to optimize our
algorithm in a typical GPU architecture rather than a straightforward implementation. This
is because the GPU architecture is very different from that of CPUs thus code optimization
requires special and sometimes unintuitive techniques. For example, the GPU hardware provides
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Figure 4.6: SDH computation of all points in shared memory segments. A sliding window type
processing of global memory data points in shared memory.
a hierarchy of programmable memories with heterogeneous capacity and performance. For that,
the data can be organized, on these memories, in such a way that the access latency is minimized.
We also study other possible optimizations to further improve the performance by using such
memory. The complexity of the computations such as, instruction branching and memory access
patterns, affect the advantages of such special hardware features.
4.4.1 Minimizing Branches in GPU Kernels
In the computation of SDH, different paths will be taken by the algorithm to process cells in
a density map (Figure 3.7). This causes a major problem in GPU implementation as conditional
branches in the code can significantly degrade performance in SIMD architectures [80, 102].
Therefore, the first code optimization strategy we take is to minimize the number of branches.
The first branch can be easily removed: we process the cases of intracell computation (A≡ B) and
intercell computation separately. Note that the intercell computation is the one that dominates
the running time of our algorithm (Section 3.6.1.1). Thus, we invest most of our efforts into
optimizing such computations.
1. Processing pairs of cells: We follow the steps after the first conditional branch shown in
the algorithm flow diagram (Figure 3.7) to process the density map. The steps have to
be followed for each pair of cells. By processing different pairs of cells in parallel, we
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Figure 4.7: Using shared memory for SDH computation. Grouping cells in global memory and
loading into shared memory for improving performance
can achieve improved performance. The cells of the chosen density map are placed in
the memory such that consecutive threads can read consecutive cells through coalesced
access mechanism. A pair of cells of the density map, to be processed, are assigned to a
single thread of the GPU. Each thread processes distinct pair of cells. Each block (group
of threads) executing on a multiprocessor processes different portions of the density map.
Thus, parallel processing improves the performance of the algorithm.
2. Precomputing Monte-Carlo simulations: When the distances between a pair of cells have
to be distributed into different buckets, the algorithm has to make such decisions based
on Monte Carlo simulations. This causes the large number of threads to diverge (at the
“Entry found" condition box in Figure 3.7), which could hinder the performance. These
divergences can be eliminated if the simulations are run and their results are stored in
the hash table beforehand. When processing pairs of cells, we send all requests to such
information directly to the pre-built hash table. This is a feasible plan since Theorem
1 sates there are only a linear number of simulations to be run. By this, Monte-Carlo
simulations would not hinder the performance. Section 4.4.3 explains details about efficient
computation of simulations.
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4.4.2 Memory Optimization and Issues
The memory access speed can be improved by placing the cells of the density map in shared
memory. Each thread can access distinct pairs of cells from the shared memory. One major
obstacle in implementing this idea is the limited size of shared memory. Therefore, we pair cells
by grouping them. Let M be the number of cells in a density map and shared memory can hold
2MS cells. We divide the shared memory into two sections, each holding up to MS cells. With
MS as the size for group of cells, we have Gc = M/MS number of groups out of M cells of the
density map. Each CUDA block can process two groups of cells in shared memory. Figure 4.7
shows the mechanism of processing these groups. First, the cells belonging to groups Gi and G j
are loaded into shared memory. One cell is chosen from each group and paired to process. This
is repeated for all cells in Gi and G j. Then, the cells within each group are paired and processed.
Next, the second group G j is evicted and a new group Gk is brought into the shared memory. This
is repeated for all the groups of the density map until all the cells are processed. We can easily see
that such a cell grouping strategy can significantly reduce the number of global memory accesses.
There are some other issues with the utilization of shared memory for SDH computation:
1. Bank conflicts: As the shared memory is organized as banks and conflicts may arise in
accessing it, we have to place and access the cells of density map such that no conflicts
occur.
2. Computation intensive task: The operations of the algorithm, as shown in Figure 3.7, are
computation intensive rather than memory access intensive. Once, the information about
cells is accessed, a large number of operations are performed. This shadows the latency
involved in memory accesses.
3. Thread divergence: Even after our efforts to reorganize the workflow in Figure 3.7, there are
still branches in the code. Once threads in the same block diverge, the hardware serializes
the processing. But, the parallelism between blocks is maintained as they are assigned to
different multiprocessors.
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Due to the above issues, thread level parallelism may not be achieved in all cases. However,
parallelism will be achieved at the multiprocessor level in the worst case.
4.4.3 Efficient Monte Carlo Simulation
The cells of a density map have fixed dimensions. When a Monte-Carlo simulation is per-
formed, we generate fixed number of random points in these cells and compute the distribution
of distances between points of two cells. Such distribution is repeated for all pairs of cells for
which distance distribution is required. However, according to Theorem 3.1, total number of
actual simulations to be performed for a given density map is linear. Hence, the simulations can
be performed on the GPU before the algorithm is executed. We utilize the shared memory of the
multi-processors to optimize the simulations.
A set of random numbers are generated between range 0.0 to 1.0 in the shared memory for
two cells. Instead of generating random numbers for every pair of cells, these are used for all
the simulations required for processing SDH. Given two cells, of a density map, these random
numbers are mapped to the boundaries of the cells. This operation does not require global device
memory access, as the data is in very fast shared memory. Each block running on distinct multi-
processor of the GPU can perform this mapping for different pairs of cells in parallel. The
numbers are organized in the shared memory such that all the accesses belong to different banks.
Thus, the simulations can be performed efficiently by eliminating bank conflicts. Once we
have the simulations performed, the distance distribution are computed and stored in a hash table.
The hash table is stored in the global memory, due to limited size of the shared memory that is al-
ready occupied by the simulated points. The hash table is then used by the algorithm, eliminating
the factors that would affect GPU performance in performing all need-based simulations.
The GPUs create various opportunities to improve the performance of complex aggregates
computation. We have seen how the SDH algorithm can be mapped onto GPUs to improve
the computation time. In next chapter we see the results of SDH computation and compare the
performance of different algorithms.
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4.5 Summary of SDH Computation on GPU
In this chapter we presented various techniques to compute SDH on modern GPUs. We
presented efficient computation of naive SDH computation method. Memory hierarchy of the
GPUs is exploited to achieve better performance of all the algorithms. A detailed discussion about
the algorithms to utilize the special hardware features is presented. The possible performance
bottlenecks in applying spatiotemporal properties of the simulation data on GPU algorithms is
discussed and solutions were presented. The concept of result reuse in Monte-Carlo simulations
is effectively applied to significantly reduce the number of computation required on GPUs. We
believe that GPUs are very powerful parallel processing devices that can give unbelievably high
performance in processing large amount of scientific datasets.
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Chapter 5: SDH Experiments and Results
We presented different algorithms to compute SDH efficiently in Chapter 3. A detailed
theoretical analysis of these algorithms was presented in great detail. The performance of these
algorithms was further boosted by implementing them on GPUs. In this chapter we look at the
actual running time of these algorithms on CPUs as well as GPUs in real experimental settings.
5.1 Experimental Setup
The proposed continuous SDH computation algorithmwas implemented in C++ programming
language and tested on real MS data sets. Experiments were conducted on an Apple Xserve server
with two Intel quad-core processors and 24 GB of physical memory. The Xserve was running
OS X 10.6 Snow Leopard operating system. We tested the following algorithms to evaluate the
performance of our approach.
A1: The ADM-SDH algorithm presented in our previous work [98]. This method processes
SDH frame by frame, and distributes the distances using PROP exclusively;
A2: The algorithm utilizing only temporal locality to compute SDH continuously over multiple
frames;
A3: The algorithm utilizing only spatial uniformity to compute SDH frame by frame;
A4: The algorithm utilizing both temporal locality and spatial uniformity to compute SDH
continuously.
The running time of the algorithms on different data sets are measured for comparison, along
with the errors introduced due to approximation. The errors are computed by comparing the
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Figure 5.1: Percentage area of uniform regions in density-map tree. Total uniform regions cover
large portion of the simulation space as we traverse the tree.
approximate SDH results with the correct SDH of each frame. The error (in percentage) of each
frame is calculated as
Perror = 100× ∑
l−1
i=0
∣∣H[i]−H ′[i]∣∣
∑l−1i=0H[i]
(5.1)
whereH[i] andH ′[i] are the correct and approximated distance counts in bucket i of the histogram,
respectively.
Two datasets from different simulation systems were used for experiments. The first dataset
consists of frames captured from a collagen fiber simulation system. The simulated system
is made of 890,000 atoms and their positions are stored in a total number of 10,000 frames.
The second dataset is collected from a simulation of cross membrane protein system with about
8,000,000 atoms and 10,000 frames. We randomly selected a chunk of 100 consecutive frames
from the first dataset and 11 frames from the second dataset for our experiments. The main
bottleneck in testing the algorithms is computing the correct histogram of the frames, needed to
compute the error. Obtaining correct histogram is basically running the naive or DM-SDH algo-
rithm, which is computationally expensive. Therefore, we could only get the correct histograms
of 11 frames from the 8 million dataset (by naive approach in about 27 days!).
5.2 Spatiotemporal Similarities in Data
The percentage of cells with uniform data distribution (i.e., uniform regions) at different levels
of the density map tree is shown in Figure 5.1. The leaf level of the tree is not used to determine
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Figure 5.2: Temporal similarity between two consecutive frames. The frames were chosen
randomly from the dataset of 890K atoms
the uniformity, as very few particles fall into small cells. For both datasets, we started to see
considerable amount of uniform regions at level 6 of the tree. Note that level 6 is still at the higher
end of the tree (total number of levels is 9 for the smaller dataset and 11 for the larger one) and
the total number of cells is only 46 = 4,096. At level 8, the percentage of uniform regions is
already over 90%. This confirmed the great potential of using spatial uniformity to save time in
SDH processing.
We also observed significant temporal similarity among frames of both datasets. The success
of utilizing the temporal similarity property depends on the total fraction of cells that exhibit such
property. In fact, the running time of the technique is affected by the number of cell pairs (A,B)
for which rA× rB = 1± ε . Figs. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show the density of ratios and ratio products
at each level of the DM-tree in two consecutive frames, chosen randomly from the dataset of
890,000 atoms. For all tested levels, majority of the cell pairs show ratio product that is close to
1.0. The number of cell pairs with ratio product of 1.0 increases as we descend down the tree.
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Figure 5.3: Average running time and percentage errors of different algorithms. Both algorithms
A3 and A4 process level 6 of the DM tree. (a)–(b) The results from 890,000 atom dataset. (c)–(d)
Results from 8 million atom dataset
5.3 Results of CPU Experiments
The average running time of all the algorithms for different bucket widths is shown in Fig-
ure 5.3(a) and 5.3(c). It can be noted that the running time of A1 can be orders of magnitude
longer than our proposed algorithms. The important observation to be made about algorithm A1
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is that the running time increases dramatically with the decrease of w (note the logarithmic scale).
Method A2 is similar to A1 but, utilizes temporal locality while working on only one level. When
the bucket width is small, both methods work on lower tree levels, with small number of atoms
in the cells. The utilization of locality gives scope to save some running time in A2. Unlike the
first two methods, the time spent by methods A3 and A4 does not change much with the change of
bucket width w. The data size however, limits the levels at which the algorithms work. Changing
levels would affect the running time. The algorithms run at tree levels 6 and 7 for 890K and 8
million data set, respectively.1 Such levels are chosen to ensure that 80% of the area is covered by
uniform regions (see Figure 5.1). We generate 75 points from each of the two cells in Monte Carlo
simulations - this number is chosen based on our empirical results about sufficient simulation size
(Figure 5.6). Note that the average running time presented here have amortized all “start-up"
costs including that for running Monte Carlo simulations and spatial uniformity test. The running
time for larger bucket width is close to algorithm A1 and A2. This is because, in A1 and A2, the
processing level is closer to root than the (fixed) level of tree used in algorithms A3 and A4. When
we choose to have A3 and A4 run on a higher level, their time will clearly beat A1 and A2, as we
have shown in [66]. The performance of A2 under smaller bucket width is bad because it works
for lower levels of the tree, and the temporal locality is weak due to the small number of particles
in each cell. For example, if there are 4 atoms in a cell in the base frame and one atom moves out
of it in the derived frame, the density ratio is as low as 3/4= 0.75.
The average errors (in percentage) of each method are shown in Figure 5.3(b) and 5.3(d) for
different values of w. The errors rendered by A3 and A4 are always lower than those by method
A1. However, the errors of A2 are slightly higher than A1 for small bucket width. The number
of distances to be distributed between two cells is very small, as the algorithm works close to
leaf level. Therefore, by utilizing the temporal locality property the small errors are added on
top of the PROP method applied for other cell pairs. Although method A4 is faster than A3, the
price for that is an error rate that is slightly higher, as we expected based on our analytical results
1In [66], we run experiments on levels 5 and 6 of these two datasets, respectively, and very similar results are
reported.
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(Section 3.6.2). However, it provides a good tradeoff as the improvement of performance is of
larger magnitude than the loss of accuracy. The method A3 stands clear winner in accuracy of
the results. The distance distribution curve computed by Monte Carlo simulations diminishes the
error that would have been introduced by heuristically distributing distances as in A1. The errors
in method A1 stay low (still equal to or higher than other methods) for smaller bucket width but
goes higher under larger w values. The reason being, proportions for small buckets are almost
similar in all the algorithms. Number of distances that are in the range of very small buckets are
few and therefore their proportional distribution are not much different. Hence, the error is low.
With the increase of bucket width, A1 would end up distributing the distances equally in all the
buckets while our methods accurately compute the proportions of distances that should go into
each bucket. For both datasets, A2 has the same level of errors with those of A1, although the error
fluctuates in the spectrum of different bucket width and tends to be larger under smaller bucket
width. The reason for this, again, is because A2 works for lower levels of the tree and the number
of particles is small.
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Figure 5.4: Quantifying performance/error tradeoff. Time–Error Product (TEP) of different SDH
computation algorithms
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Deeper insights on the performance/error tradeoff of different algorithms can help users make
justifiable choices. One way to quantify the performance/error tradeoff is the product of time and
error - an algorithm with lower time–error product (TEP) is obviously preferred. We calculated
the TEPs of all tested algorithms and found that, among all settings and algorithms, A4 stands
the winner by producing the smallest TEPs under all bucket widths (Figure 5.4), although its
advantage over A3 is very small in the 8-million atom dataset. Algorithm A3 is only second to
A4 with slightly higher TEPs, beating A1 and A2. This clearly shows that A4, although carries a
larger error than A3, can still be a viable choice – its performance gain overshadows the loss of
accuracy as compared to A3. The gain or loss in time and error may compensate each other in
some cases, producing similar TEPs. It is user’s choice to pick either A3 or A4. Again, A2 only
shows its advantage over A1 under larger w values, indicating that using temporal locality alone
is not a viable choice.
5.3.1 Size and Number of Simulations
Much time in computation of the first few frames is spent in performing the simulations to
update the hash table entries. In our experiments on the dataset of 890K atoms, the number of
simulations performed for each frame dropped quickly. In total, 100 frames were processed to
compute SDH using algorithm A3. Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of simulations performed
over 100 frames. We can see that the first frame peaks at 120 simulations. In most of the other
frames, no simulations are performed except for few frames for which less than 25 simulations
are performed. This clearly states that the hash table utilized in A3 saves running time by reusing
the simulations performed in previous frames.
The number of points used in every Monte Carlo simulation does not affect the SDH results, as
long as sufficient number of points are generated. The error shown in Figure 5.6 does not change
when the number of points in the Monte Carlo simulations goes beyond 50. Thus, our analysis
of the Type I error in Section 3.6.1.2 only gives a loose error bound whereas the actual errors are
much lower.
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5.3.2 Comparison with Noncentral χ2 Distribution
The noncentral χ2 distribution approximation of the distances between two cells is applied
to compare with the Monte-Carlo simulations. Specifically, for each pair of cells, we distribute
the distance counts into the relevant buckets based on the values obtained from the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of the noncentral χ2 distribution. Such values are computed by
calling a MATLAB library [75] and cached into a hash table to avoid repeated computations
(exactly the same as what we did for the Monte Carlo simulation results). Figure 5.7 shows the
comparison of errors in the SDH obtained and the running time. The errors generated by using
the CDF of noncentral χ2 are slightly higher than those by the Monte Carlo simulation. This
is expected as we know there is a systematic error in using the CDF (Lemma 3.1) while the
Monte Carlo simulations are shown to be very accurate (Section 3.6.1.2). The simulation-based
method also beats the CDF-based method in efficiency. This is because the CDF of noncentral χ2
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Figure 5.7: Error and computation time using non-central χ2 distribution. Histogram errors and
computation time using non-central χ2 distribution function (CDF) and Monte Carlo simulation
(Sim)
distribution has a very complex form [58] therefore the time used for numerical computations in
Matlab is non-trivial.
5.4 Results of GPU Experiments
The GPU versions of the proposed algorithmwere implemented under CUDA, version 4.0 [81].
The performance of the algorithms was evaluated on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 570 GPU. We
report results for processing the 8-million-atom dataset.
5.4.1 Brute-Force Method
We implemented the brute-force method of SDH computation on GPU to measure run time.
The degree of parallelism achieved is tremendous as compared to CPU run of the same algorithm.
Different run times are observed on different sizes of data. Table 5.1 lists run time observed
on both CPU and GPU. The global memory implementation performs up to 40 times faster
than the CPU main memory version. Performance increases to 258 times with shared memory
implementation. In one of the experiments of 8 million data points, we had to run the CPU
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Table 5.1: Run time of brute-force SDH method on GPU. Time in seconds on GM: GPU global
memory; SM: GPU shared memory
Data Run time on GPU Memory CPU Speedup on GPU Memory
Points SM GM Main Memory SM GM
100,000 1.86 11.15 424.7 (7m) 228 38
300,000 15.24 96.6 (2m) 3812.2 (1hr) 250 39
800, 000 105.15 677.1 (12m) 27142 (7hrs.) 258 40
8,000,000 3 hrs. – > 27 days > 216 –
version for months to get the correct results. Same algorithm on GPU shared memory can be
performed in 3 hours.
Number of threads and blocks created in the GPU affects the run time. We performed an
experiment to measure the effect of these parameters on SDH computation speed. Figure 5.8
shows the running time as a function of number of threads and blocks spawned on the GPU.
Running time can not be improved beyond certain number of blocks and threads per block. In
our experiment, the running time does not change after 15 blocks and 32 threads. This shows
the resource usage limit reached by the algorithm. Hardware can schedule only limited number
of blocks in parallel at any time instant. Inside each block only one warp of 32 threads is
executed in lockstep (as explained in Chapter 4). Nvidia GTX 570 used in our experiments has
15 multiprocessors, which is exactly the hardware limit reached by our implementation.
5.4.2 Spatiotemporal Method
A comparison of results of different implementations of the proposed algorithm are shown
in Figure 5.9, in which we show the performance of processing the first frame only using A3.
The running time on GPU shows the trend similar to that on CPU, but much faster. The speedup
varies with the use of different types of memory. When only the global memory is used, the
speedup achieved ranges from 7X to 10.4X . The use of shared memory pushes the speedup
further by a factor of 2 (i.e., actual speedup ranges from 14.9X to 25.8X ). The speedup is limited
by the random memory access patterns emerging due to divergence in the thread computation.
The thread divergence also serializes the execution of some of the threads. The size of the tree
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nodes that are stored in the memory also affect the access patterns due to bank conflicts in shared
memory.
The huge speedup under small w values is due to two factors: (1) Parallel processing of the
cells in only one level of the density map tree and (2) Reduced divergence in the threads of each
GPU block. Even though the computations diverge in processing some pairs of cells, the speedup
is achieved by processing on different multiprocessors. Each multiprocessor has its own dedicated
shared memory and does not interfere with other multiprocessors’ execution.
The separation of simulation and other computations made the algorithm running time almost
constant for consecutive frame, for fixed bucket width. Figure 5.10 shows the processing time of
all 10 frames using the A3 algorithm implemented in both CPU and GPU. Employing the GPUs
reduces the computation time of first frame significantly. Also, all the simulations can be done
within 100ms, significantly reducing their contribution to the algorithm’s running time. Hence,
the SDH can be computed efficiently in real time.
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5.4.3 Energy Efficiency
As a side note, the energy efficiency of the GPU implementations is worth some discussions.
Energy consumption has become a major concern in database system design [87]. The product of
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Figure 5.11: Energy consumption of SDH algorithm. Active energy consumption of CPU and
GPU implementations of A3 algorithm under different bucket width
computation time and active power2 consumed for SDH processing define the energy efficiency
of the algorithms. Figure 5.11 plots the energy consumed by both CPU and GPU versions of the
A3 algorithm. Although the active power consumption of a GPU is a couple of times higher than
that of the CPU (46 watts vs. 17 watts as we recorded), the efficiency of the GPU algorithms
makes it an energy efficient device for SDH computation - active energy consumption is 5.39 to
9.13 times lower for the GPU code using shared memory. Even for the one that uses only global
memory, energy efficiency is 2.51 to 3.81 times higher. To calculate the total energy consumption
for the whole machine, we have to add an idle power of 114.5 watts to the active power readings
and that will translate into even larger energy savings for the GPU implementations.
5.5 Summary of Results
Computation of SDH based on spatial uniformity delivers the significant performance boost
over existing algorithm while generating more accurate results. The idea of utilizing the temporal
locality can work on top of the spatial uniformity idea to achieve higher performance and also
better performance/accuracy tradeoffs. This idea by itself did not show clear advantage, as
2Active power is the power measured for the entire database server less the system idle power. It can be viewed
as the power used for processing the workload. In our experiments, we use a WattsUp power meter to measure total
server power consumption.
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demonstrated by the bad performance of A2 under small bucket width. Monte Carlo simulation
should be the choice in making distance distribution decisions, although the approach based on
the CDF of noncentral χ2 is only marginally worse. The simulation-based approach generates
very little error even when the simulation size is small, making it a winner over the CDF-based
approach. The advantages of the new algorithm over ADM-SDH become small under large bucket
width, but this does not generate a concern since the target of the new algorithm is the smaller
bucket width, which is preferred in scientific data analysis.
The GPU versions of our algorithm demonstrates the great potential of GPUs in large-scale
data analytics. Basic brute-force technique performed up to 258 times faster than the CPU
implementation. The Quad-tree based method even made on-the-fly SDH processing possible.
For the SDH problem we tested, speedup over the single-CPU implementation reaches 25X -
that is a significant improvement of performance. The speedup decreases under larger bucket
width, but it is always the cases of smaller bucket width that make the SDH problem difficult.
Such diminish of speedup, as well as the different optimization strategies, however, indicate that
GPU programming is a non-trivial task. Finally, the combination of GPU’s computing power and
efficient algorithm to utilize the spatiotemporal uniformity, delivers very high performance. As a
result, we are able to analyze scientific simulation data in a real time manner.
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Chapter 6: Compression of Particle Trajectories
The requirements on disk space, input/output (I/O) and data transfer bandwidth are excessively
high due to the large volume of scientific data generated. Storage of data in compressed form has
been a popular approach to address such issues. In this chapter, we present a lossy compression
framework that yields significant performance by combining the strength of principal component
analysis (PCA) and discrete cosine transform (DCT) [67]. Though it is a lossy compression
technique, the effect on analytics performed on decompressed data is very minimal. We show
the effectiveness of the technique by presenting results on real simulation data. The data storage
requirement is reduced by a large magnitude while achieving a compression ratio up to 13. The
errors comparable to other existing techniques are achieved.
6.1 Introduction
Large-scale scientific data management has become an important task, since scientific dis-
coveries are more dependent on storage and analysis of data than ever before. Many scientific
disciplines, such as biochemistry [42], astronomy [95], and material sciences [64], are under-
going a radical change in research methodology from conducting “wet-bench” experiments to
performing computer simulations. As a result, the simulations have seen tremendous efficiency
improvements in the last decade. Often such simulations generate spatiotemporal data that are in
tera to peta bytes in size. With increasing size of data the problem of efficient storage and transfer
persists. This chapter addresses these issue in spatio-temporal data generated from simulation
applications by proposing effective data compression techniques.
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In our compression framework, the data are first transformed, using PCA (section 6.2), from
the generic 3D coordinate space to another 3D eigen space, with the dimensions sorted in de-
creasing importance levels in capturing the variance of the atoms’ movements. In the eigen space,
the DCT is applied (section 6.3) to achieve lossy compression across a window of consecutive
frames. The lossy compression does not affect the results of the analytics that are often executed
on molecular simulation data [18, 22, 57, 82]. The combination of the PCA and DCT ensures that
our framework can,
1. achieve balanced compression across 3D coordinate space,
2. realize dynamic error control and avoid entire data corruption and
3. allow random access to any portion of the data without fully decompressing the data file.
Random access to a window of frames, compressed together, is possible. However, random access
to single frame from each compression window results in decompression of the whole data.
6.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
The principal component analysis (PCA) is used to find different directions, that represent
different variances available in the data. In most of the compression techniques, the variance is
useful for encoding. The compression techniques find frequently appearing values (that can be
obtained using variance) so that those can be encoded using less number of bits, as compared to
the non-frequent values. In this section we provide a brief overview of the PCA and explain the
intuition behind application of PCA for compression. Let xt = [xt,1,xt,2, . . . ,xt,d]T ∈ R be the
vector of d measurements of particles (atoms) obtained at time instance t during the simulation
process. The measurements obtained at every time instant add a new row of information and
grow to a t× d matrix Xt = [x1,x2, . . . ,xt ]T ∈ Rt×n. In the MD data, xt is the column vector of
all measurements of single particle at time t. There are d number of measurements obtained for
that particular particle. Such measurements are made for every particle in the system. In this
discussion we explain by focusing on only one particle.
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Figure 6.1: Principal Component Analysis illustration. Two principal components (marked by
thick lines) in the trajectory of an atom.
In the measurements obtained, there exists correlation between the d dimensions. Capturing
these correlations helps to identify the directions in which maximum variance of the data is
observed. The variance information is used to encode the data (section 6.4). The correlations
can be captured by principal component analysis (see an example in Figure 6.1). If we project
every point onto a line passing through a direction v1, the error of this projection is very small. In
general, the principal component v1 is defined as below.
DEFINITION 6.2.1 Given a collection of d-dimensional vectors xr = [x1,x2, . . . ,xd] ∈ Rd , r =
1,2, . . . , t, the first principal direction v1 ∈ Rd is the vector that minimizes the sum of the squared
distances J1(v1) between v1 and the various xt .
v1 = arg min
‖v1‖=1
J1(v1) (6.1)
where the squared-error criterion function J1(v1) is given by,
J1(v1) =
t
∑
r=1
‖ v1−xr ‖2 (6.2)
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The projection of xr on to a line passing through the data mean in the principal direction is called
the principal component, given by yr,1 = v
T
1 xr,r = 1,2, . . . , t.
The principal component can be projected back to get the original data, i.e., xr. Since ‖ v1 =
1 ‖ the original d-dimensional data is obtained by the projection x˜r = yr,1v1. However, the recon-
struction x˜r is not perfect. There is loss of some information due to the projection onto a single
principal vector v1. The PCA can produce k ≤ d vectors v1,v2, . . . ,vk such that we can represent
the d-dimensional data in k dimensions by projecting onto the k principal components (vectors),
yt = [v
T
1 xr,v
T
2 xr, . . . ,v
T
k xr]
T , r = 1,2, . . . , t. The mean squared error between the original and
reconstructed data (given by equation 6.3) can be minimized by selecting more vectors to project
onto.
Perr =
t
∑
r=1
‖ xr− x˜r ‖2 (6.3)
6.2.1 Some Observations
Following are some observations that can be made about principal component analysis.
1. When k = d, using d number of principal components, the reconstruction error Perr = 0.
2. When the number of principal components k≪ d, we can represent the complete data using
few dimensions. The storage space required for these dimensions is less than that required
for the original data.
The space and time requirements of estimating PCA depend upon the time instant t. We
partition the data into windows along the time t domain to compute the PCA faster. The measure-
ments of every particle in the MD data is partitioned into windows of fixed size. Each window is
processed separately to get the principal components. The principal components are actually the
eigen vectors of XtXTt . Different techniques are available to compute the eigen vectors. Singular
value decomposition (also known as SVD) [31] is one of the efficient ways to compute.
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6.2.2 PCA in Spatiotemporal Data
The PCA is used as a tool to obtain the direction of maximum variance in the data. The data
is projected onto the principal components after the analysis. The eigen values e1,e2, . . . ,ed and
eigen vectors v1,v2, . . . ,vd are computed from XtXTt . The eigen vectors are sorted in decreasing
order to obtain the principal components in the corresponding order. The data shows maximum
variance along the direction of component represented by highest eigen value and minimum along
the component of least eigen value. The maximum variance direction gives large number of
frequently occurring values, which can be encoded using small number of bits. Thus giving scope
for better compression. A lossy compression with controllable error can be performed by applying
discrete cosine transform and other encodings.
6.3 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and Particle Localization
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is often used in signal and image processing. Since it
has strong energy compaction property, it is often used in data compression [88]. In this section
we give a brief overview of DCT and intuition behind its use in our work.
The discrete cosine (DCT) transform is similar to the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The
DCT decomposes the input signal into a number of coefficients that can be encoded independently.
Given an input signal with N values {x0,x1, . . . ,xN−1}, a set of coefficients {X0,X1, . . . ,XN}
is obtained by applying the cosine transform (given by equation 6.4). A few low frequency
components of the DCT capture most of the signal information.
Xk =
N−1
∑
n=0
xncos
[
pi
N
(
n+
1
2
)
k
]
,0≤ k ≤ N−1 (6.4)
The inverse DCT transform (iDCT) can exactly restore the original signal values from the
coefficients (see equation 6.5). An interesting property of DCT is that, the signal can be recon-
structed with very minimal error by rounding or losing some precision of the DCT coefficients.
Rounding off the coefficients (also called quantization) corresponding to certain frequencies gives
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Figure 6.2: The discrete cosine transform (DCT) of a signal and its inverse.
many repeating values. The repeating values can be encoded very efficiently to get compressed
data. A compression technique in which no coefficients lose precision gives lossless compression.
However, to obtain high compression ratio, we drop (or quantize) insignificant DCT coefficients.
As shown in Figure 6.2, the first three coefficients X0,X1,X2 are more significant than the remain-
ing coefficients. Dropping rest of the coefficients gives the lossy compression of the input signal.
The use of DCT for MD data compression has two major advantages (1) the running time of
compression is feasible (i.e., O(N logN)); (2) the compression error can be adjusted by encoding
desired number of DCT coefficients, allowing users to control the compression errors.
xk =
N−1
∑
n=0
Xncos
[
pi
N
(
n+
1
2
)
k
]
, 0≤ k < N−1 (6.5)
In the context of MD data we utilize the motion property of the particles to achieve compres-
sion. The movement of an atom is influenced by its interactions with other atoms in the vicinity.
The movement can be decomposed as “slow" or “fast", each of which is a continuous function
with respect to each atom. The speed and movement of atoms is highly localized in a sufficiently
small time simulation. In addition, at any specific time, the atoms within a small range also have
similar movement. The projection of data on to the principal components gives more number
of particles that exhibit the locality property. The DCT can perform better with large number of
data points along the principal component. As a combined result, the efficient encoding can be
obtained to save space and achieve high compression ratio. We try to utilize this property of the
atoms to compress the MD data.
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Figure 6.3: The framework for compression of particle simulation data.
6.4 Compression Framework
In general, the data compression methods can be categorized as either lossy or lossless. Loss-
less compression gives the exact copy of the original data after decompression, whereas the
decompression of lossy compressed data does not. The choice of a particular type of compression
is determined by the type of application that uses the data. In scientific datasets, most of the
analytical results are acceptable within certain error bars. Hence, a lossy compression technique,
with high compression ratio, and control over errors is a good choice.
The molecular dynamics simulation data is generated in large volumes, which is stored in
single or multiple trajectory files containing time frames. Each frame is a sequential list of atoms
with their positions, velocities, perhaps forces, masses and types. The data can be very large with
up to millions of atoms and tens of thousands of frames. The disk storage required is minimized
by applying compression technique explained in this section. In the following sections we discuss
the the basic framework of compression along with the encoding techniques used. Figure 6.3
shows the framework of the proposed compression method. Our main theme is to employ PCA to
transform data to another space from which lossy compression can be achieved using DCT.
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Figure 6.4: Intuition behind simulation data compression. Performing principal component
analysis (PCA) followed by discrete cosine transform (DCT) on data.
6.4.1 Transforming Data to Eigen Space
The measurement values captured during molecular simulation change over time as the data
is stored after each snapshot. The measurements depict changes in certain properties of the
atoms in the simulation. As the MD data is of large volume, we compress a group of snapshots
(frames) called window. The number of frames in the window can be controlled depending on the
availability of computational resources and the level of errors we are willing to tolerate in the final
data. We apply orthogonal linear transformation to the data using principal component analysis
(PCA) [31]. For each atom (as in Figure 6.4) we collect its locations across a number of adjacent
frame, f1, f2, . . . , fn, each of which contributes a 3-D location (lx, ly, lz). PCA transforms data to a
new coordinate system (lp, lq, lr) such that the greatest variance is observed on the first coordinate
lp after projection of the data. The coordinates are ordered in increasing order of the variance of
the projection, which is obtained by ordering the eigen values and corresponding eigenvectors of
the data. The transformation F of given data D, with eigenvectors E in increase order of eigen
values, using PCA is given by equation (6.6).
FT = DTE (6.6)
The eigen values and eigenvectors can be found from the covariance matrix of the data in the
window. The original data D can be obtained back from the transformation using equation (6.7).
DT = E−1F (6.7)
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The eigen space transformation aligns the data along eigenvectors based on the variance observed
in the data. By transforming the data to the new coordinate system (P,Q,R), we can pick few
dimensions that represent the complete data (compressed) while maintaining low errors (in de-
compressed data). This is lossy compression. In our approach we transform the data into new
coordinates to obtain the different directions of variance. These directions are then compressed
independently using DCT. Each dimension uses different DCT parameters based on the degree of
variance for compression. This gives data with minimal loss to achieve better performance of the
DCT compression (section 6.4.2).
6.4.2 Computing DCT of Transformed Data
The eigen analysis step transforms data into new dimensions [31]. We encode every dimension
(attribute/measure) of the atoms separately. However, the eigen space transformation is applied
to 3D trajectories of each atom separately. Finally, we apply the DCT [3] on each dimension
P,Q,R of the transformed data. By transforming the data to the new coordinate system, we
are trying to reduce the errors in all dimensions that may occur in performing the DCT step.
This makes recovering DCT coefficients more accurate during decompression, as the coefficients
in the beginning contain more accurate information. The DCT has been used in compression
of multimedia content. It is being used as part of the JPEG image compression and video
compression standard also [59].
The atom localization property is utilized by applying the DCT to a constant number of
adjacent frames, say N. Given a window of size N (frames), we compress single measurement
of every atom individually. The trajectory of length N is transformed using the DCT as given in
equation (6.4). The trajectories of all the atoms in the window are transformed similarly. Now,
the DCT data C is quantized to reduce the number of bits required to store the coefficients. The
coefficients can be eliminated by assigning very low weights to the high frequency components.
As a result, the coefficients are close to 0 value, the quantization step helps in achieving further
compression of the data. Therefore, after all the data is processed, we apply the ZIP compression
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on the DCT data. As a lossless compression method, the ZIP compression removes the redundant
information present in the data. It uses dictionary based methods to achieve this (e.g. LZ method
[103]). This gives the final compressed data. We discuss the compression ratio and the error in
uncompressed data in experiments section.
The combination of the PCA and DCT ensures that our framework can,
1. achieve balanced compression across 3D coordination space,
2. realize dynamic error control and avoid entire data corruption, and
3. ensure random access to any portion of the data without fully decompressing the data file.
6.4.3 Decompressing the Data
The original data is obtained back from the compressed data by performing the operations of
Figure 6.3 in reverse order. First, we unzip the data to obtained quantized data. Then the quantized
data is again de-quantized by using the same window size W as used during the compression
step. Then inverse DCT is applied (Equation (6.5)) on the de-quantized data to obtain eigen
space transformed data. Finally, the original trajectories T are obtained by back projection of
the principal components. The experimental results of the proposed compression framework are
discussed in section 6.5.
6.4.4 Wavelets for Compression
Multi-resolution decomposition is another technique to capture different frequencies in the
signals. The signal processing literature provides the wavelet transform tool for multi-resolution
analysis. The wavelet transform is applied to capture different frequencies present in the signal.
The transform is applied repeatedly, on the transformed signal, to get all frequencies present at
different resolutions.
The wavelet transform is reversible, like inverse DCT, to reconstruct the original signal. The
reconstruction can be done to any required resolution level. The transform is represented as a
set of coefficients. At each resolution the signal is represented in different coefficients. The low
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Table 6.1: The molecular simulation datasets used for the compression experiments.
Data set Description Objects Data size
Protein MD data of protein 286,849 3.8 GB
Fiber MD data of collagen fiber 891,272 6.4 GB
energy coefficients of the transform can be ignored or quantized to achieve compression. This is a
lossy compression technique similar to the DCT based compression discussed before. Therefore,
there is scope for using the discrete wavelet transform or DWT (wavelet transform for discrete
signals) as a replacement to DCT in our compression technique.
6.5 Experimental Results and Discussion
The proposed compression technique is tested on real molecular dynamics datasets. We used
two different datasets, as shown in table 6.1, for the experiments. The protein data set was
obtained from a protein MD system of 286,849 particles. The collagen fiber data was obtained
from another MD system of 891,272 particles. These data sets were obtained from snapshots
of real molecular simulations. The complete data set had around 600 frames of snapshots. The
measurements stored in the data are: x, y and z coordinates of the atoms, charge and mass during
the simulation.
The effect of compression on the quality of the data is measured as the error in the final
decompressed data. The error is measured as the root mean square error (RMSE; equation (6.8)).
Error =
√√√√ 1
Na×N f
N f
∑
i=1
Na
∑
j=1
{Fc−Fu} (6.8)
The distance between the original data frame Fu and the compressed data frame Fc (we call the
data obtained after decompression as compressed) is used to compute the error. Na is the number
of atoms in every frame, and N f is the total number of frames in the data set. We computed the
RMSE on the locations of the objects present in the system.
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Table 6.2: Compression using PCA-DCT technique. The compression ratio on different data sets
using window size W = 128.
Data set Data size Compressed size Compression ratio RMSE (Å)
Protein 3.8 GB 293.45 MB 13.26 0.14
Fiber 6.4 GB 535.86 MB 12.23 0.09
Table 6.3: Effect of compression window size on the protein simulation data.
Window size Compressed data size Compression ratio RMSE (Å)
008 987.61 MB 3.94 0.25
016 603.29 MB 6.45 0.23
032 432.36 MB 9.00 0.21
064 353.75 MB 11.00 0.18
128 293.45 MB 13.26 0.14
256 386.03 MB 10.08 0.09
512 407.46 MB 9.55 0.05
The results shown in Table 6.2 explain the performance of the proposed compression tech-
nique. In this method we are able to achieve high compression ratio. Results shown in Table 6.2
are obtained with a window size of 128. The effect of window size on compression ratio is
shown in Table 6.3. The error introduced by the proposed technique in the compressed data are
shown in Table 6.3. It can be seen that the amount of error introduced in the compressed data is
small. Choosing a right window size, therefore, depends on the required compression ratio and
the acceptable error rates.
The compression ratio directly depends on the amount of error that can be allowed to appear in
the final data. The errors can be controlled by adjusting coefficients that are retained (as explained
in section 6.4) after the DCT step. The error should increase with the compression ratio. This
effect is observed in our dataset also. The plot shown in Figure 6.5(a) presents the relation between
the compression ratio and the error. The RMSE increases as the compression ratio is increased.
The PCA and DCT based compression technique gives better compression ratio while main-
taining low errors in the compressed data. This method is best suited for compression of very
large volumes of data, which are common in the scientific data bases.
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Figure 6.5: Compression error and effect on analytics. (a) Relation between the compression ratio
and the error in compressed data. Average RMSE (in Å) is plotted against the compression ratio.
Window size of 128 is chosen for compression (b) Effect of compression on the root mean square
displacement (RMSD in Å) between original and decompressed frames.
6.5.1 Data Analysis Results
The effect of compression on the data set can also be measured using the results of analytical
queries. We applied some queries, interesting to researchers, on the decompressed data to measure
this effect.
1. Mean square displacement (MSD): Consider a system with N particles. Let ri(t) be the
location of particle i, of mass mi, at time instant t. The mean square displacement (MSD)
information biophysicists ask frequently is given by (equation (6.9)).
MSD(t) =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
|ri(t)− ri(0)|2 (6.9)
The proposed compression technique introduces very small error in the MSD. The plot of
Figure 6.5(b) shows the root mean square displacement of the compressed frame from the
original frame. A very small peak in the plot indicates the start of a new window used for
the compression. Window size of 128 frames was used for the particular experiment.
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2. Mass center (MC): Another information of interest to biophysicists is the mass center of
the system at any given time instant. The mass center of the system at any time instant is
given as in equation (6.10). Figure 6.6(a) shows the effect on the mass center R(t) of the
particle space at a given time instant t. It can be seen that the displacement in the mass
center is very small. The small fluctuations in the plot are the effects of DCT coefficient
quantization. This shows that the proposed method performs well in the compression and
decompression of the simulation data.
R(t) =
∑Ni=1miri(t)
∑Ni=1mi
(6.10)
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Figure 6.6: Effect of compression on analytics. (a) On center of mass (in Å). The difference
between actual and decompressed mass centers is plotted. (b) On radial distribution function
(RDF). Shell resolution δ r = 0.025Å and window size of 128 frames was used.
3. Radial distribution function (RDF): The main motivation behind the proposed compression
approach is to demonstrate the minimal effect on the analytical queries. We observed this
behavior in the experimental results on radial distribution function (RDF [8]). The RDF is
defined as in equation (6.11).
g(r) =
N(r)
4pir2δ rρ
(6.11)
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where N(r) is the number of atoms in the shell between r and r+ δ r around any particle,
ρ is the average density of particles in the whole system, and 4pir2δ r is the volume of the
shell. The RDF can be viewed as a normalized spatial distance histogram (SDH [98]). The
SDH is a fundamental tool in the validation and analysis of particle simulation data.
Figure 6.6(b) shows that the RDF is not much affected by the compression. The figure
shows the beginning part of the RDF plot. The RDF values in the compressed and decom-
pressed data are almost same for shell resolution r > 0.025Å. This shows that the error
introduced by the compression in the RDF of the frames is minimal. Hence, the proposed
technique is suited for compression of the molecular simulation data.
6.5.2 Discussion
In this section we discuss about various factors that can be considered to compress the simu-
lation data. Performance of a technique that uses only PCA is analyzed. Effects of downsampling
based compression on the data is also discussed. We look into compression of other types of
scientific measurements as well. Finally, we analyze the algorithmic running time complexity of
the proposed technique.
1. Compression with PCA only: For comparison purposes we used the PCA–only technique
presented in [77] to measure the compression ratio on the protein dataset (Table 6.1). Only
top two eigen vectors were used to compress the data. A compression ratio of about 4.5 was
achieved while producing maximum average RMSE in a dimension of about 1.2 and mini-
mum of 0.07. The huge difference in error on different dimensions is an inherent feature of
PCA, only the more important dimensions are kept correct. To compare our method with the
PCA-only method, we combined the errors in all three dimensions together by calculating
the displacement of the original particle from the decompressed coordinates. We measured
a displacement of 0.9 in 3D space in the PCA-only experiments. The compression ratio
obtained with this approach was about 5. However, our compression technique gives a
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displacement of about 0.05. It can also be observed that the proposed technique achieves
good compression ratio while producing similar (or smaller) errors in the data.
2. Downsampling: One coarse way to compress data is by down sampling. Some of the
frames, chosen randomly, from the data set are dropped to get the compressed data. The
number of such random frames chosen is proportional to the compression ratio required.
The major disadvantage of this approach is the significant loss of dynamics of the particles
of the simulation system. Therefore, down sampling of the MD data is not feasible.
3. Compression of other measurements: The simulation data may also contain measurements
such as charge, mass and velocity of the particles at a given time instant. The charge and
mass values do not change or change very rarely in a simulation. Hence, any encoding
technique (dictionary based) can be applied to achieve high compression. The velocity
values also exhibit the change patterns as that of position values. Velocity values differ
by small fractions in short time intervals (i.e., close frames). Therefore, the proposed
compression technique can also be applied to store the velocity measurements.
4. Algorithmic complexity: The algorithmic time complexity to compress a data of N atoms
and F frames using space-filling curves [82] is O(NF log(NF)). The complexity to com-
press, with window sizeW , using proposed method is O(NFW 2+NF logW ). The PCA is
computed for trajectory of every atom, which requires O(FW 2) operations. For N data
points, the fast DCT transformation can be done in O(N logN) operations [7]. In our
approach, DCT has to be performed for each particle over W frames. Therefore, it can
be computed in O(NF logW ) time. The window sizeW is always a small constant. As a
result, the computational overhead is not significant.
The temporal locality of the atoms found in the trajectories is better utilized in the proposed
compression technique, achieving high compression ratio. PCA transforms the data into eigen
space such that the encoding of DCT coefficients along eigenvectors gives better performance.
Therefore, the proposed compression technique gives high compression ratio, with acceptable
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errors. Moreover, the error rate in our method is acceptable, as specific values of atoms are of no
interest to the researchers. Instead, the results of analytical queries on the complete dataset are of
interest, which are not affected.
6.6 Compression Summary
A lossy compression technique for storage of large volumes of molecular simulation data is
presented in this chapter. The proposed technique uses eigen space transformation (using PCA)
and DCT to compress the data. Compression ratio of about 13 is achieved using the proposed
technique. A comparison of the DCT and PCA based compression techniques is made to analyze
the feasibility and select appropriate steps for the compression.
The proposed technique exploits the temporal locality of the atoms to achieve good compres-
sion and hence is able to achieve very high degree of space utilization. The achieved compression
can be used to satisfy the requirements of disk I/O and network bandwidth for the high volume of
molecular simulation data.
As an initial work in the topic of simulation data compression, the findings that we reported
in this chapter will definitely lead to abundant research efforts.
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Chapter 7: Data Privacy and Preserving Mechanisms
An architecture named security automata model (SAM) is presented in this chapter to enforce
privacy-preserving policies from the range of access control to differential privacy. SAM works
on the basic aggregate queries to enforce privacy, liberating data owners from the burden of con-
trolling programs written by analysts. SAM allows accurate query results as long as the privacy
is preserved by the access control mechanisms. It starts enforcing differential privacy policies
when risk is detected. Protection against sequence of queries, to infer private information, is
provided by the enforcement mechanism of the model. This chapter presents a formal framework
for reasoning about privacy-policy enforcement in standard databases. We try to address the
question of how privacy policies can be defined, enforced, and integrated with the existing access
control mechanisms using SAM. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first framework for
enforcing many types of database privacy policies within a single enforcement architecture.
7.1 Introduction
Large number of organizations store customer information, that should be private, in databases.
There is often need to find out inherent patterns in the stored data for targeted advertising, mar-
keting, and other business purposes. It is achieved through statistical analysis of the stored data,
often done by external analysts. Whether the analysis is done internally or externally, certain
information is private and should not be disclosed in any form. Laws such as Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) mandate the organizations not to disclose personally
identifiable information under any circumstances. A common practice is to anonymize the data
before disclosing to third party analysts. Unfortunately, the anonymous data sets can be combined
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with information from other sources to extract the private information. In one such example attack
the users in an anonymized Netflix prize data were identified by using an IMDBmovie rating data
set [79].
A number of privacy-preserving policies have been defined and enforced in current database
management systems (DBMS) through access control mechanisms (ACM). The main limitation of
these ACMs is that they only enforce “black and white” policies; the user is either granted access
to the information or completely denied. In the presence of such mechanisms it is challenging
to allow third-party analysts to access the database because the ACMs would have to restrict
access to private information. Effective analysis is possible if some form of data aggregation,
from sources who have private information, is made accessible, without revealing the private
information.
In order to understand the problem of privacy and security we present an example. Consider a
small database, as shown in Table 7.1, consisting of student records in a college or university. The
student name (NAME) and grade point average (GPA) comprise confidential information about
individuals. The database maintaining this table should be able to provide statistical summary,
obtained through aggregate queries, while not revealing the confidential information about any
individual to the database users. Lets assume that a database user knows that Alice was in college
during 1996 and she majored in SS. User can access the GPA of Alice by submitting two different
aggregate queries. Note that the database does not allow direct queries to access this information,
as the GPA attribute is marked as confidential. The user submits query Q1 to know the number of
records present in the database for female students in 1996 majoring in SS. The value returned by
the query is 1.
Q1: SELECT COUNT(*) FROM RECORDS
WHERE SEX=‘F’ AND YEAR=‘1996’
AND MAJOR=‘SS’;
This confirms that Alice was the only female student. Then the user can submit query Q2 to get the
GPA. The individual’s information is part of SUM aggregate query, which the database computes
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Table 7.1: Statistical database of student records.
NAME SEX MAJOR YEAR GPA
Alice F SS 1996 3.25
Bob M CS 1998 3.93
Charlie M CH 1997 4.00
Diana F CS 1999 3.82
Evan M CS 1997 2.21
Flynn M SS 1996 2.89
Gypsy F EE 1992 3.32
Hector M EE 1993 2.76
and returns. Such sequence of queries compromise the the database security and individual’s
privacy.
Q2: SELECT SUM(GPA) FROM RECORDS
WHERE SEX=‘F’ AND YEAR=‘1996’
AND MAJOR=‘SS’;
The strongest known privacy-preserving enforcement method for data analysis is through
differential privacy (DP) [32]. Its effectiveness is based on strong theoretical framework and
properties. The class of queries allowed under differential-privacy policies are only aggregates.
The main idea in this mechanism is to add noise to the aggregate query results in a controlled
manner. The noise level is specified by the data provider, while the user requests some level of ac-
curacy. An abstract notion of privacy is defined through “privacy budget” to control the output. A
lower budget implies better privacy. The users of the system, enforcing differential privacy, often
have difficulty in interpreting budget requirements and specifying appropriate values. Inaccurate
values can produce wrong results of data analysis and sometimes reduce the number of queries
that can be performed on the dataset.
We introduce an architecture named security automata model (SAM) to enforce privacy poli-
cies such that accurate query results are returned as long as no risk is involved. The model basi-
cally enforces ACMs and other privacy policies together on the data and query results. Analysts
don’t have to specify any budget or accuracy requirements to analyze data. Data owner inputs
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such requirements through privacy policies. However, SAM can also be setup to enforce privacy
policies when the analysts specify such requirements. SAM is flexible to accommodate different
implementations of the policy enforcement algorithms.
A query-monitor model based on automata called Mandatory Result Automata (MRA) [74]
is proposed to protect the private information. All the actions taken by the DBMS for processing
input queries and then returning their results are inspected before presenting the results to the user.
The results that may generate or help infer confidential information are substituted or perturbed
by the monitor through DP. SAM works on the basic aggregates supported by state-of-the-art
DBMS, while controlling access through ACMs. The data owner can specify policies on these
aggregates rather than writing their own interfaces to protect the privacy. This eliminates need to
inspect, monitor, and control the programs written by external analysts. The analysts don’t have
to have any knowledge of special parameters, such as privacy budget and accuracy requirements,
to access the data.
7.2 Privacy Architecture
Any database query can be expressed as a relational algebra expression (or expression in short)
on the values of database table attributes. The set of records RC whose values satisfy the selection
condition C in a given expression is called the query set. The basic aggregates used as examples
in this model are: averages (AVG), sums (SUM), counts (COUNT), maximums (MAX), and
minimums (MIN). The AVG query, and many other statistics, can be computed from the results
of these basic aggregate queries. However, the model can be extended to support any type of
complex statistical queries.
This section lays out the basic privacy architecture for databases, using security automata.
The runtime policy-enforcement mechanism works by monitoring the queries submitted to the
database and the results returned. Runtime mechanisms are quite popular in monitoring database
access-control policies, firewalls, operating systems, web browsers, spam filters etc. Two different
types of models are applicable to monitor the systems: (1) truncation automata and (2) edit
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Figure 7.1: Basic architecture of database privacy monitor model.
automata. The truncation automata model [73, 93] can only respond to security violations by
halting the query execution. In databases this action may reveal the existence of particular type
of information to the user, helping to infer some knowledge. The edit automata model [11] is
very powerful and can substitute some actions or results on its own. However, it is difficult to
implement the edit automata model [74]. SAM is designed based on an automata that outputs
result for all inputs and the automata can be implemented.
We propose a privacy-monitor architecture for DBMS, based on the mandatory results au-
tomata (MRA) [74] to enforce the privacy policies in databases, as shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2.
The monitor is in-lined with the DBMS, interposing on the input queries and output results. The
monitor enforces policies by observing all the input queries and their results. It transforms all
queries and results to ensure that the queries processed by the DBMS and the results to be returned
to the users are valid. A valid action is actually a query or result that satisfies the desired policies of
the DBMS. Some of the policies that are enforced by this architecture are discussed in Section 7.3.
7.2.1 Monitor Input Queries
Every input query goes through the access control module. Database access is granted only if
the user submitting the query has authorization. Otherwise, the query is rejected. Once authorized,
the query is inspected to see if the number of entities involved does not exceed the limit set by
the database administrator/owner. It is one of the methods to restrict data access that is possible
through a sequence of queries [30]. A history of entities and their attributes is maintained to check
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the overlapping entities in the input queries. A new entry is made in the log of a history tracker
whenever a valid input query passes through the entity check module.
The aggregate queries are modified into their basic components, before submitting to the
DBMS, by the query rewrite module. For example, an AVG query is split into COUNT and
SUM queries. The results of these component queries are monitored to protect privacy.
7.2.2 Monitor Query Results
The results of component queries are inspected by different modules to detect possible situ-
ations in which the private information could be revealed. For example, the result of COUNT
component of the AVG query is inspected by the set size restricter. This module restricts queries
from disclosing results with very few or just one tuple [38]. A valid result is inspected by the query
tracker module for presence of any tracker. A tracker is a query with auxiliary conditions padded
to the original conditions that are invalid (or not allowed by the DBMS) [28]. A valid response
from the query tracker returns results to the user. If the query set size restricter or the query tracker
detect any possibility of revealing private information, the differential privacymodule perturbs the
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results. Output perturbation [1, 78] is necessary to make sure that nothing is inferred by the user
when the results are delivered. We enforce this requirement through differential privacy [32, 76].
DEFINITION 7.2.1 Differential privacy [32]: Any randomized algorithm f is said to provide ε-
differential privacy if for all data set instances G,H ∈Dn differing in at most one record, and any
set of possible outputs S⊆ Range( f ),
Pr[ f (G) ∈ S]≤ eε Pr[ f (H) ∈ S]
where D is the domain of data records, and e is Euler’s number (2.71 . . .).
The parameter ε is called the privacy budget and is a basic requirement for enforcing differential
privacy. The accuracy of the results is inversely proportional to the budget value, and hence the
privacy guarantee. The database owner can fix the budget requirement through policy predicates
that are enforced by SAM. Thus, the analysts don’t have to specify any budget or accuracy
requirements. This gives the data owner power to control the accuracy precisely to protect the
private information.
The history tracker records information about the attributes that are answered in the past
queries. The overlap of attributes and results in a sequence of queries is computed and stored
for future queries [30]. Whenever a query result violates tracker policy, the monitor applies
differential privacy, making it a valid query and protecting the information. The size of the stored
history can be managed by specifying policies on the history tracker. Policies can be defined to
discard the stored information whenever the database is updated. Thus, the history tracker plays
an important role in protecting private information that could otherwise be accessed through a
sequence of queries.
7.2.3 Complex Aggregates
It is often necessary for a DBMS to support user-defined, complex, aggregate queries, such
as standard deviation, cluster center, etc. The private information that can be accessed through
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sequences of such complex queries and other standard aggregates needs to be protected. All the
aggregate queries are modified into their basic components. The COUNT query is always inserted
before every complex aggregate by the monitor, to inspect the number of unique records involved
in the aggregate computation. When the number does not satisfy policies of any of the modules,
the monitor should take appropriate action to apply differential privacy.
An interesting feature of using MRA for enforcing privacy is their ability to support many
policies, such as privacy, access control, mechanism to sanitize results etc. [74]. We look into
details of the formal model in the following section.
7.3 Formal Model
The DBMS can be abstractly defined in terms of the queries it can process (actions) and the
possible results of those queries (results). Any request from users of the DBMS is an aggregate
query to be executed. The response to the queries are results computed by the system. We
represent the set of actions on a database using the metavariable A, and results to these actions
using R. An action can be a query submitted to DBMS. Both sets A and R are nonempty, possibly
countably infinite, and R∩A= /0. An event in the DBMS is a query or a result, and it is denoted
using E, where E = A∪R.
The sequence of submitting queries to the DBMS and obtaining their results is called an
execution. Each execution x is defined as a sequence of events with event set E. The set of all
finite-length executions possible is denoted by E∗. A session is modeled as an execution. If
the session terminates then the execution is finite; otherwise the execution is infinite. Only one
infinite-length execution is allowed per user in our system. We denote the empty execution as
ε . When an execution x′ follows another execution x we denote it by concatenation, x;x′. When
x is a prefix of x′ it is written as x  x′. Throughout this chapter we abbreviate the formula
∀x′ ∈ E∗ : x′  x⇒ F as ∀x′  x : F . Finally, we notate the final query in execution x as Qx.
An MRAM is quadruple (E,S,q0,δ ), where E is the event set over whichM operates, S is the
set of possible states (finite or countably infinite) ofM, q0 is the initial state, and δ is a transition
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function of the form δ : S×E → S×E. An MRA in its current state takes an event, either an
input query or result of a query, and transitions to new state and produces an output. The output
can be a valid query to be executed by the query processor, or the result to be presented to the user
(Figure 7.2). We writeM ⇓ X when M produces an execution X ⊆ E∗ for input events that match
the sequence of input events in X . Section 7.3.1 will define enforcement as requiring an MRA to
produce exactly those executions that the desired policy allows.
MRA treat all actions as synchronous i.e., they finish processing the input action and return
results before accepting the next input for processing. Their ability to transform the results of
actions is novel and crucial for enforcing policies. This behavior is essential in DBMS and
matches our requirement of enforcing privacy-preserving policies.
7.3.1 Privacy Policies
The SAM is able to enforce any policies that can be defined on the DBMS. In this section we
look into different policies that are to be enforced on the queries. The important aspect of the
MRA-based architecture is that the MRA can adapt itself to the changing queries over time by
enforcing appropriate policies. The policies listed here are well studied in the literature [1, 2, 76],
but have never been enforced collectively for protecting privacy.
A policy is a predicate defined over executions. A session (execution) X ∈ E∗ is said to satisfy
policy P iff P(X).1
With the definitions of policies and MRA producing executions we are now ready to define
what it means for an MRA to enforce a policy. Definition 7.2.1 says that an MRA M enforces a
policy P exactly when the set of executionsM produces equals the set of execution P allows.
DEFINITION 7.3.1 An MRA M on a system with event set E enforces policy P iff
∀x ∈ E∗ : (M ⇓ x)⇐⇒ P(x)
We Next describe different policies that can be enforced by MRA to protect privacy.
1Technically, these policies are called “properties” in the literature on formal security models [73, 74, 93].
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7.3.1.1 Query Control Policies
In this category of privacy policies, the results returned by aggregates depend on the types of
attributes involved in the queries. If the attributes involved carry private information, M should
enforce the control policies. We examine broad categories of policies on aggregates thatM is able
to enforce to protect privacy.
DEFINITION 7.3.2 Any execution x ∈ E∗ is said to satisfy the query-set-size restriction policy iff
there exists a predicate Ps such that,
Ps(x)⇐⇒∀x′  x : K ≤ |Rx′| ≤ N−K
where Rx′ is the query-set (result) of query Qx′ , N is the number of records in the database, and
the value of K is restricted by 0≤ K ≤ N/2.
Query-set-size policies restrict the size of the query set returned by the query processor, to
control the information disclosed to users [38]. Such policies can prevent results with very few or
just one tuple. The set-size-restricter module of SAM enforces this property. However, when two
queries are executed consecutively to get two query-sets G and H respectively, the privacy policy
can be violated, as the set difference |G−H|= 1. Hence, additional measures should be taken to
protect private data.
DEFINITION 7.3.3 Any execution x∈ E∗ is said to satisfy the query-set-overlap restriction policy
iff there exists a predicate Po such that,
Po(x)⇐⇒∀x′  x, ∀x′′  x :
(
Qx′ 6= Qx′′ =⇒ |Mx′ ∩Mx′′| ≤ O
)
where Mx′ is the set of entities involved in Qx′ (and similarly Mx′′ for Qx′′) and O is the restricted
number of overlapping entities.
In this policy, the number of entities that overlap in successive queries are restricted [30].
When a sequence of queries is executed, the policy is either satisfied or not based on the size of
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the overlap. Given a minimum query set size K and the number of entity overlaps O allowed in
successive queries, the minimum number of queries required to compromise is 1+(K− 1)/O.
Our monitorM can be made to look for this number to secure the data. The entity-check module
of SAM is capable of enforcing this policy.
A restricted query result can be calculated with the help of two kinds of trackers [28]. One,
using a general tracker when the query-set-size K ≤ N/4. A policy to preserve privacy in the
presence of a tracker can be enforced with the help of set-size restricter in M by changing the
set-size conditions in Definition 7.3.2 to
Ps(x)⇐⇒∀x′  x : 2K 6≤ |Rx′| 6≤ N−2K
The second type of tracker, called a double tracker, can reveal private information when the
query-set-size K ≤ N/3. This can be prevented with the help of the query tracker in M enforcing
the desired tracker policy.
DEFINITION 7.3.4 Any execution x ∈ E∗ is said to satisfy the tracker policy iff there exists a
predicate Pt such that,
Pt(x)⇐⇒∀x′  x, ∀x′′  x :

Qx′ 6= Qx′′ =⇒


Cx′ ∩Cx′′ = /0
∨ K 6≤ |Rx′| 6≤ N−2K
∨ 2K 6≤ |Rx′′| 6≤ N−K




where Cx′ and Cx′′ are the selection conditions of the queries Qx′ and Qx′′ respectively, N is the
number of records in the database, and the value of K is restricted by 0≤ K ≤ N/3.
An example of tracker was illustrated before in Section 7.1. Such trackers speculate the
privacy compromise by computing all possible combinations of the table attributes that may be
queried in the future to get answers to restricted queries. The “query tracker" and “history tracker"
modules of M are responsible for enforcing tracker policies. Any algorithm to track quires in the
system can be plugged-in.
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Output perturbation [1, 78] is necessary to make sure that nothing is inferred by the user if the
results were denied. For example, consider query Q3. The user may want to make sure that Gypsy
was the only female student in 1992 majoring in ‘EE’. Processing this query may result in database
halting the output, to satisfy the policy. However, the user will infer that information if the results
were not generated. Our monitor can transform the invalid result by enforcing differential privacy
explained below.
Q3: SELECT MIN(GPA) FROM RECORDS
WHERE SEX=’F’ AND MAJOR=’EE’;
7.3.1.2 Differential Privacy Policies
The data owner can restrict the access and accuracy of user queries to the DBMS using
differential privacy policies. The idea behind this mechanism is to allow user queries to execute on
the actual data, but the results are perturbed before being delivered to the user. The perturbation is
a function (differential privacy) f (Rx) on the results Rx of any query x∈ E∗. The important goal of
perturbation is to prevent disclosing the correct value(s) of the result(s). Perturbation may include
rounding up (or down) of the resulting values or adding (or subtracting) some pseudo-random
numbers [26, 38].
DEFINITION 7.3.5 Any execution x ∈ E∗ is said to satisfy the differential privacy policy iff there
exists a function f satisfying Definition 7.2.1 such that,
Pd(x)⇐⇒∀x′  x : Rx′ = f (Rorigx′ )
where Rx′ is the query-set (result) of query Qx′ and R
orig
x′ is the original result the DBMS returned
for Qx′ .
The use of output perturbation satisfies the differential privacy policy, as the actual results are
never disclosed to the users. The differential privacy function f perturbs results of each query
differently, so that inference of private information using multiple queries is impossible.
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The advantages of having differential privacy enforcement in SAM is that the analysts do not
have to have knowledge about the budget requirements and accuracy needs. The data owner can
set exact accuracy and budget requirements to restrict access to private data. Thus, analysts do not
have to invoke special application program interfaces to access data through differential privacy
mechanisms.
7.3.1.3 Access-Control Policies
There has been a tremendous amount of work done in enforcing access control policies.
Current DBMSs allow users to access different parts of the data base by enforcing ACMs. The
SAM can also enforce these policies, as it is based on MRA, which are capable of enforcing
arbitrary access-control policies by monitoring and building a history of entire sessions.
The SAM can take advantage of existing ACM in the DBMS to enforce access-control poli-
cies. The underlying MRA M has to request permission from the DBMS before submitting its
executions. The request is actually a verification of permission of the current query. When the
DBMS grants permission, the MRA can take the action of the input query. This removes the
burden of implementing ACMs in SAM. The existing DBMS also does not require any changes.
7.3.2 Challenges
The MRA based monitor can secure the database by enforcing the policies defined above. In
this section we discuss some of the challenges in enforcing these policies with MRA, and possible
solutions.
7.3.2.1 Infinite-Length Executions
An infinite-length execution is one that never terminates. For simplicity, the definitions of
privacy-preserving policies in Section 7.3.1 only consider finite-length executions. However,
these definitions can be generalized to infinite-length executions straightforwardly by placing
the same sorts of query-result constraints on every query and result in every execution (including
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those of infinite-length). All the modules of SAM are capable of monitoring sequences of infinite-
length queries, without requiring any changes to their functionalities.
7.3.2.2 Colluded Attacks
As explained before, MRA is a synchronous automata allowing only one input event and
producing a result for that event before processing the next. Thus, concurrent events can’t be
processed by the MRA. This leads to a possible attack in which multiple users collude and share
their results. Since the MRA assumes one infinite-length execution per user, it can protect the
private information from only one user, not colluded users.
A possible solution is to assume the queries from all users as events of a single infinite-length
execution. Queries from all users can be serialized, possibly based on arrival timestamps. Thus,
completely eliminating the possibility of compromise from colluding users. Another direction to
eliminate the risk from colluded attacks is taking advantage of differential privacy parameters.
The database administrators can specify different types of noise to be added to different users,
so the users can’t extract any private information by colluding. There could be some limitation
on the number of different types of noises that can be generated at run time to a large number of
users.
7.3.2.3 User-Defined Aggregates
It is often necessary to allow the analysts to write their own programs to analyze the data. The
data owner can specify differential privacy policies on such programs. TheMRA can enforce these
policies directly without requiring any changes to the underlying architecture. When different
types of aggregates are supported, specifying proper policies becomes a challenging task. The
policies should be specified such that the privacy is preserved. It is analogous to specifying access
control policies in standard databases.
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7.4 Model Properties
We discussed different policies that can be enforced on database queries in the previous
section. Now we need an enforcement mechanism that SAM can follow to preserve privacy. In
this section we show how to enforce the privacy policies defined above by constructing MRA and
proving that these MRA can enforce the policies. Given any query-set-size, query-set-overlap,
query-tracker, or differential-privacy policy P, Theorem 7.1 shows that an MRAM can enforce P
and Theorem 7.1’s proof shows how to construct such an M.
THEOREM 7.1 For all policies P such that P is a query-set-size policy, query-set-overlap policy,
query-tracker policy, or differential-privacy policy on a system with event set E, there exists an
MRA M such that M enforces P.
Proof. Given any such policy P, we show how to construct an MRA M = (E,S,q0,δ ) that
enforces P on all executions x ∈ E∗. Note that δ is a partial function when δ is undefined on a
given input, the MRA cannot transition, so the system effectively halts.
If P is a query-set-size restriction policy parameterized by N and K as in Definition 7.3.2, let
M = (E,{0,1},0,δ ), where δ is:
δ (q,e) =


(0,e) if q= 0, e 6= query
(1,e) if q= 0, e= query
(0,e) if q= 1, K ≤ |e| ≤ N−K
M enforces P because both produce/allow exactly those executions in which all query results r
satisfy the K ≤ |r| ≤ N−K constraint. Hence, the sets of executions produced by M and allowed
by P are equal.
If P is a query-set-overlap restriction policy parameterized by O as in Definition 7.3.3, let
M = (E,E∗,ε,δ ), where δ is:
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δ (q,e) =


(q,e) if e 6= query
(q;e,e) if e= query, q= e1;e2; . . . ;en and
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} : |Me∩Mei | ≤ O
M enforces P because both produce/allow exactly those executions in which all queries only
contain entity sets that never overlap previous queries’ entity sets in more thanO elements. Hence,
the sets of executions produced byM and allowed by P are equal.
If P is a query-tracker policy parameterized by N and K as in Definition 7.3.4, let M =
(E,E∗,ε,δ ), where δ is:
δ (q,e) =


(q,e) if e 6= query
(q;e,e) if e= query, q= e1;e2; . . . ;en and
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} : (Ce∩Cei = /0 or
K 6≤ |Re| 6≤ N−2K or
2K 6≤ |Rei| 6≤ N−K)
M enforces P because both produce/allow exactly those executions in which all queries Q satisfy
at least one of the following three constraints: (1) Q has no projection-condition attributes in
common with previous queries, (2) K 6≤ |Re| 6≤ N − 2K, or (3) all the previous query results r
satisfy the constraint 2K 6≤ |r| 6≤ N −K . Hence, the sets of executions produced by M and
allowed by P are equal.
If P is a differential-privacy policy parameterized by perturbation function f as in Defini-
tion 7.2.1, let M=(E,{0,1},0,δ ), where δ is:
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δ (q,e) =


(0,e) if q= 0, e 6= query
(1,e) if q= 0, e= query
(0, f (e)) if q= 1
M enforces P because both produce/allow exactly those executions in which all query results
are perturbed by the perturbation function f . Hence, the sets of executions produced by M and
allowed by P are equal.
Hence, an MRA can enforce all query-set-size restriction, query-set-overlap restriction, query
tracker, and differential-privacy polices. 
7.5 Data Privacy Summary
This chapter has presented an MRA-based privacy architecture, called SAM, which can en-
force various privacy-preserving policies in databases. Query-set size, query-set overlap, query
tracker, and differential privacy policies are formally defined, andMRA are constructed to enforce
these policies. We proved that the constructed MRA enforce the defined database privacy policies.
An interesting feature of SAM is that SAM allows accurate query results as long as the privacy is
preserved. It can be set up to begin enforcing differential-privacy policies when none of the other
policies are satisfied. The data owners can specify policies and input to SAM instead of writing
their own database interfaces to preserve privacy. This also alleviates the need for analysts to
specify any special parameters to access the database.
The policies investigated in this work were slightly simplified by not requiring error messages
to be reported. In practice such messages would be required. MRA unlike other enforcement
models [93] are capable of enforcing policies that require error messages to be output. In the
future, we would like to refine these policy definitions to better capture error messages reality and
refine the corresponding MRA defined in Theorem 7.4 to enforce policies.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
This dissertation discussed efficient processing of analytical queries in simulation datasets
while protecting privacy in the actual data. An efficient approximate solution to the spatial
distance histogram query is provided. SDH is one of the very important molecular simulation data
analysis queries that is frequently applied to a collection of data frames. We used the point region
Quad-tree to organize simulation data as we did in our previous work. However, the algorithm
presented in this work provides much higher efficiency and accuracy by taking advantage of
the data locality and statistical data distribution properties. The algorithm presented makes it
practically feasible to analyze data of large number of frames continuously. Its efficiency and
accuracy are supported by mathematical analysis and extensive experimental results. We have
also shown that, through experiments, utilizing power of modern GPUs gives very significant
improvement in the performance. The scientific data analysis can be performed in real time by
using such modern hardware systems.
A lossy compression technique for storage of large volumes of molecular simulation data is
presented. The proposed technique uses eigen space transformation (using PCA) and DCT to
compress the data. Compression ratio of about 13 is achieved using the proposed technique. A
comparison of the DCT and PCA based compression techniques is made to analyze the feasibility
and select appropriate steps for the compression. The proposed technique exploits the temporal
locality of the atoms to achieve good compression and hence is able to achieve very high degree
of space utilization. The achieved compression can be used to satisfy the requirements of disk I/O
and network bandwidth for the high volume of molecular simulation data.
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We presented an MRA-based privacy architecture, called SAM, which can enforce various
privacy-preserving policies in databases. Query-set size, query-set overlap, query tracker, and
differential privacy policies are formally defined, and MRA are constructed to enforce these
policies. We proved that the constructed MRA enforce the defined database privacy policies.
An interesting feature of SAM is that SAM allows accurate query results as long as the privacy is
preserved. It can be set up to begin enforcing differential-privacy policies when none of the other
policies are satisfied. The data owners can specify policies and input to SAM instead of writing
their own database interfaces to preserve privacy. This also alleviates the need for analysts to
specify any special parameters to access the database.
8.2 Future Work
A future work of interest is to extend our algorithm to spatial particle distributions other than
the uniform pattern. Another important direction of research would be to study the feasibility of
computing general m-body correlation functions in scientific databases. Such functions, despite
the high scientific value they carry, have not been thoroughly studied due to lack of efficient
computing algorithms. We strongly believe the idea based on spatial uniformity as well as GPU
programming can be extended to m-body correlation function computation. We hope that the
success of such developments open up an exciting era of computational science endeavors.
Some of the problems that need to be investigated in the domain of simulation data compres-
sion and analysis are as given below.
1. The compression and decompression are computationally intensive tasks. Hence, mea-
surements on the compressed data directly (without decompression) would be one of the
interesting problems. Though it is a challenging problem, the benefits could be many.
2. Accessing every frame randomly without decompressing all frames from a compressed
window of data.
3. Data mining to find patterns of interest in the trajectories.
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The MRA construction method discussed in this dissertation can be followed to enforce the
privacy policies inside DBMS. PostgreSQL provides native language interfaces to interact with
the database. We believe that the MRA can be an independent component of the database, without
affecting other database modules. However, another interesting research topic would be to study
the possibility of utilizing these database modules to improve the performance of SAM. SAM
can be implemented as part of the DBMS to monitor the results of different database operators.
Monitoring operators inside DBMS would eliminate the need for the query-rewrite module in
SAM, as the partial results can be monitored even before computing the final result. We believe
that the formal architecture presented in this dissertation is capable of enforcing a wide range of
database policies.
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